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Burn ban in
Calloway Co.
delayed, but
caution urged
Ely TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Many counties in the
Purchase area have declared
burning bans to prevent potential fires caused by excessively
dry conditions. Calloway has
yet to do so; however caution is
advised for those wanting to
bum outdoors.
FireCounty
Calloway
Rescue Chief Earl Hicks said
this morning that the department has responded to only two
field fires in the past two weeks
so far. not enough to warrant a
ban, but he is asking everyone
wanting to bum to do so very
carefully.
The departinent is yet to ask
Judge-Executive
Calloway
Larry Elkins for a ban.
"We've been fortunate so far,
but if our call volume picks up
we may have to," Hicks said.
Hicks said he didn•t want to
ask for a ban prematurely.
"We urge everybody not to
burn. but until we start having
more fires we probably won't
ask for one," he added.
According to an Associated
Press report., about two dozen
westem Kentucky' counties are
suffering drought conditions;
many of them located in the
Kentucky'
area.
Purchase
forestry officials in those areas
are warning of an increased risk
of fire due to a combination of
low humidity, low fuel moisture and windy conditions,
according to the report. The list
includes most counties in the
western Purchase area with the
exception of Graves and
Calloway.
"I talked to forestry this
morning and the biggest one
(field fire) we've had so far was
only about two acres," Hicks
said.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
and Between the Lakes celebrated
the end cf the summer tourist season over the Labor weekend with
lots of activities for families.
The parking lot at the Homeplace
1850s-era working farm, which is located
just over the Tennessee state line near the :
bison prairie, was packed full on Saturdak
as people lined up for the 1850s County Illi
i''
Fair & Storytelling Festival. A smaller ,
crowd also kept staff busy on Sunday.
Cindy Earls, LBL's special events coordinator, said the farm had held a September
harvest festival and agricultural fair in
years past, and they had decided to combine a few activities this year and add the
storytelling festival for the first time.
Since gathering around for stories was
one of the biggest forms of entertainment
before the dawn of electronic media, she
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Land Between the Lakes held activities to mark the end of summer over the Labor Day weekend, which included
an 1850s County Fair & Storytelling Festival. Pictured above, the Rev. Don Bailey of Dover, Tenn. tells stories in
character as a mid-19th century Ohio native who settled in western Tennessee.

Ross' mother
honors her
through works
By 11143 ASSOCIATED PRESS
LEXINGTON, Ky. (APi
— Nearly one year after
Amanda Ross was shot to
death outside her Lexington
townhouse, Diana Ross is
honoring her daughter's life
by taking on causes that
were dear to her heart.
Ross told The CourierJournal she has tak.en her
daughter's place on the

NI See Page 2

•See Page 2

Obama touts $50 billion rebuilding plan
President assails
GOP, promotes
new jobs program
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE
Associdted Press Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A combative
President Barack Obama rolled out a longterm jobs program Monday that would
exceed $50 billion to rebuild roads, railways and runways, and coupled it with a
blunt campaign-season assault on
Republicans for causing Arnericans' hard
economic times
GOP leaders instantly assailed Obama's

proposal as an ineffective
one that would simply
raise already excessive
federal spending. Many
congressional Democrats
are also likely to be reluctani to boost expenditures
and increase federal
de.ficits just weeks before
elections that will determine control of Congress.
Jim Manley, spokesman
for Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid of
Nevada, cautioned. "If we are going to get
anything done, Republican cooperation,
which has been all but non-existent recently, will be necessary."

That left the plan with low, if not impossible, odds of becoming law this year,
When Congress returns from summei
recess in mid-September. it is likely to
remain in session for only a few weeks
before :awmakers return home to campaign for re-election.
Administration officials said that even if
Congress quickly approved the program, it
would not produce jobs until sometime
next year. That means the proposal's only
pre-election impact may be a political one
as the White House tries to demonstrate tq
voters that it is working to boost the econi
;
omy arid create jobs.

II See Page 3

Simulator
helps drivers
sharpen skills
Daily Forecast
By The Associated Pies*
Tuesday. .Partly sunny_ A
slight chance of showers in the
morning...Then isolated showers and thunderstorms in the
afternoon. Highs around 90.
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 20 percent.
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy. A chance of showers
and thunderstorms in the
evening. .Then a chance of
showers atter midnight. Lows in
the mid 60s. West winds around
5 mph. Chance of precipitation
40 percent
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s. North
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy Lows around 60. Calm
winds.
cloudy
Thursday...Mostly
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s. Northeast
winds around 5 mph

Official: Murray
State University
one of first stops
JENNIFER HEWLETT
Lexington Herald-Leader
LEXINGTO!•1, Ky.(AP)- Baby, you can
drive Larry Roberts' car er, simulated driving machine.
But first you have to get an official invitation from Roberts, who is the Fayette
County attorney. And you have to be
between 16 and 18.
Roberts' office bought an Ultra
Interactive Driving Simulator about three
months ago for the county's traffic diversion program. In the prograrn. certain people who get certain types of traffic tickets
can get those tickets expunged from their
records.
Everyone in the traffic-diversion program must spend an hour or so watching
videos and listening to a police officer talk
about safe driving, and they must do four
hours of community service. Participants
who are ages 16 to 18 also are required to

fi See Page 3
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Meet the Breeds
Mary Adelman instructs her dog. Chase, as he carries a barbell to her. Adelman is the president of the German
Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky, which hosted a "Meet the Breeds" event Monday at Tractor Supply
in Murray.
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•Storytelling...
From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE

$5

Ledger &

said the storytellers tit in well
with making people feel like
they were attending a real
county fair in the mid-I 9th century'. She said the event seemed
to be a success and she was
asking attendees their opinions
on the festivities to see how
things might be improved next
year. She said almost all the
storytellers at the festival were
from around the region.
"In this area, everybody's a
storyteller, so it's not hard to
find people." she said.
One of the storytellers who
entertained audiences Saturday
attd Sunday was the Rev. Don
Bailey, a minister at Fort
Donelson Memorial United
Methodist Church in Dover,
Tenn. He said he had participated in activities at the
Homeplace before. such as officiating the annual old-fashioned wedding. He said when
Earls called him about being a
storyteller, he was happy to do
so because he thought the farm
was a such a quality operation
and a "hidden jewel."
Some of the storytellers at the
festival told Native American
legends and contemporary
tales. while Bailey performed
in character as George

Times

Land Between the Lakes held activities to mark the end of
summer over the Labor Day weekend, which included an
1850s County Fair & Storytelling Festival. Alsc taking place
on the tarm were a pie-eating contest (above), and potterymaking (below).

Washington Butler. Since
Bailey is 62. he said he figured
that if he had been that age in
1850, he would have been born
dte year George Washington
became the first president and
might have been named aftei
him. Although the character
was partly his own creation. he
said he based his stories on the
writings of George Washington
Harris, a 19th-century
Pennsylvania-bom humorist
who grew up and spent much
of his life in Knoxville. Tenn
and conunanded a steamboa!
on the Tennessee River.
Bob Holliday. the
Homeplace's lead interpretei
meaning he basically is in
charge of interpreting history
for visitors — said there would
be more storytelling at the farm
on Friday, Oct. 22, when they
hold the annual Snap Apple
Night. He said the event is held
every year to show how people
in the area would have celebrated Halloween in the 1850s
and was one of the few times
the Homeplace is open after
dark. He said October is a busy
month at the farm. with the
artnual wedding also being held
there on Saturday. Oct. 16.

•Ross' mother...
From Front
Lexington Humane Society's
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A Feast for a,Five-Spot.
Get 5 beef softsbell tacos tor just 45 after 5 p.m
Lettuce. clu3ese and bold. beefy goodness included.

Exhibit tells story of Civil War cavalry
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PERRYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — With Smithsonian-quality artifacts
on display,"The Horse Soldier," showcased at Perryville
Battlefield Museum, has garnered a lot of interest.
In considering an exhibit theme, a look at the role of the cavalry'
was a natural choice with the World Equestrian Games taking
place in nearby Lexington, said Joni House. who bills herself as
the museum's historic preservation coordinator and vacuum cleaner runner.
"What's amazing to me is Europeans are nuts about the Civil
War. It was a prime opportunity to showcase the cavalry and certainly Kentucky horsemen are legendary — John Hunt Morgan
and his escapades and Gen. John Buford.(Buford) is credited for
holding the ground for the Union at Gettsyburg."
A prize feather in the display, which lasts through Oct. 31, is
being the first to showcase the Henry rifle of Buford. Sen. Tom
Buford of Nicholasville had the rifle passed through his family
and loaned it to the exhibit.
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Lakeland ChemDry
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1-800-273-5184
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will receive applications for 50/50 cost-share in the

purchase of approved agricultural equipment,
structures, software, and services for the Calloway.
County Agricultural Investment Program.
Applications will be received at the Calloway County
Ertension Office, 310 South Fourth St., Murray', KY
•
from September 7 through October 1, 2010.

board of directors, recalling that
the last e-mail she got from her
daughter was about a society.
fundraiser.
"Of course. she was relying on
me to sell tickets." Ross said
with a laugh.
She's also helping build a
Habitat for Humanity home in
her daughter's honor. Friends
and family raised $42,500
toward Amanda's Project.
which will break ground Oct 10
— which would have been
Ross' 3Ist birthday.
But perhaps most importantly.
she is helping victims of domestic violence.
After the shooting. Diana
Ross said she found an envelope
her daughter had scrawled on,
filled with her ideas for combating domestic violence.
"I felt like I had to (get
involved) because she had actually written on a big envelope
all the things she was going to
do." Ross said.
Since then. Diana Ross has
been a driving force behind the
passage of Amanda's Law.
which gives judges the authority
to require domestic violence
suspects and victims to wear
electronic tracking devices. If
the suspect is within 1.500 feet
of the victim, the victim is notified.
"I give credit to Diana Ross
and her vigilance and her
strong. positive presence everywhere that there was a hearing
on this piece of legislation."
said the bill's sponsor, House
Speaker Greg Stumbo, a longtime friend of the Ross family.
Ross said her daughter might

still be alive if the law had been
in existence last September.
"If she had had one of those
on. she would not have stepped
foot out her door that morning,"
Ross said, noting that her
daughter had tried to protect
herself.
Amanda Ross had an emei
gency protective order against
her ex-fiance. former state legislator Steve Nunn, who is
charged in her September slaying. He has pleaded not guilty.
Amanda Ross also had unsuccessfully sought to have the
access code to her gated community changed. And she had
bought a handgun. obtained a
concealed-carry perrnit and
taken shooting lessons.
She was carrying the gun in
her mrse as she prepared to go
to ork on the moming of Sept.
I 1, 2009,the day she was killed
Ross said she is frustrated that
Kentucky judges have been
slow to use Amanda's Law in
the months since its passage, but
she believes domestic violence
victims and advocates will
begin to demand that it is used.
Diana Ross also plans to be
involved in a push to pass a law
allowing dating partners to seek
protective orders. Under current
state law, victims who do not
live with or have children with a
dating partner cannot seek such
an order.
And she said she will continue
finding other ways to raise
awareness about domestic violence because that's what her
daughter would have wanted.
"At least I feel like her life,
she accomplished something,"
she said

Applications will be available September 7th at:
http://www.jpforg/ag_dev.htm
and the Calloway County Extension Office
•
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Come check out the newest WaveSense technology for testing your blood sugar at...

BEST WESTERN UNIVERSITY INN-1503 fsL 12TH ST. in Murray, Ky.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH
Stop by anytime from 8:30-12:30

Diabetic with Medicare may qualify to be fitted for 2010 Diabetic Shoes with Custom Inserts. Even if you
received shoes any time in 2009. Choose from all leather, casual and dress shoes.
We will do our best to have you in and out quickly. If you know someone who has Diabetes and Medicare primary, please be a good neighbor and let them know about this event.
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WILLIS INSURANCE. INC
ro 753 8485

Good luck RACFRS. TIGERS. and LAKERS !!1

FEE

Everyone fitted for shoes will receive a Pair of Diabetic Socks...FREE!!!
Medical Solutions is Accredited by the Accreditation COMMISSiOn for Fiealth Care, Inc
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Local MSU associate professor published in national journal
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
V.'hen the September issue of Kappan
Magazine. a national education journal.
arrives in mailboxes this month it will feature a six-page article by Dr. Jacqueline
Hansen. an associate professor at Murray
State University.
Hansen's article. titled 'Teaching Without
Talking," revolves around one of her passions. non-verbal communication.
"I have always been a people watcher ever
since I can remember. so it's been a passion
of mine to watch people and figure out what
they are saying." she said. "I have woven
this topic into my course lectures and activities at the undergraduate and graduate levels and am passionate atiout helping teachers realize that their body language conveys
their attitudes and feelings towards their
students and subject matter.The article is a branch off her doctoral dissertation. which studied the nonverbal

ot icayhers.

her research. she visited 30
elementary. classrooms and
recorded the interactions
between teachers and students. After examining the
data and companng it to
questionnaires. she found
that teachers say a lot when
their niouths are closed.
"I found a significant
Hansen
correlation between the
way teachers were feeling and what they
exhibited through nonverbal communication. The students pick up on that through
body language." Hansen said.
She submitted the article to Kappan after
putting her data together into an informative
structure for teachers to improve their relationship with students through nonverbal
communication. It broke dovyn her findings
into categories such as proximity. eye contact, gestures and touching.

-This artis le is an opportunity to help educators begin to dialogue about how their
body language impacts their ability to create
a caring classroom climate and quality
teacher-student relationships." Hansen said.
Within two months of submittin:z the
piece. she found out it had been accepted for
publication. Hansen said she was thrilled to
hear her article was going to run in a future
issue.
"It was quite exciting. According to the
June 2007 issue. the journal has approximately' 60010 readers and a 95 percent
rejection rate." she said.
Reactions around the College of
Education at MSU. where Hansen works.
have been very positive.
"My Colleagues are all excited. as am I."
she said. "I am tremendously honored. It's
like the brass ring and I am challenging
myself to see if I can do it again."

II Simulator...
From Front
drive the simulated driv ing
machine.
Roberts said he thinks the
Fayette County attorney's office
is the only one in the state to
have a driving simulator. The
Kentucky Office of Highway
Safety has two simulators. and it
takes them to high schools
throughout the state. The highway safety office also will take
the machines to colleges and
with
universities. starting
Murray State University in a
couple of weeks.
The simulator is comprised of a
driver's seat with a seat belt and a
steering wheel. It even has turn sig-

of Murray

•$50 billion...
From Front
At a Labor Day speech in
said
Obama
Milwaukee.
Republicans are betting that
between now and the Nov. 2
elections. Americans will forget
the Republican economic policies that led to the recession. He
said Republicans have opposed
virtually everything he has done
to help the economy. and have
proposed solutions that have
only made the problem worse.
"That philosophy didn't work
out so well for middle-class
families all across America,"
Obama told a cheering crowd at
a labor gathering. "It didn't work
out so well for our country. All it
did was rack up record deficits
and result in the worst economic crisis since the Great
Depression."
He said Repubicans have consistently opposed his economic
proposals and seem to be running on a slogan of "No, we
can't," playing off his 2008 presidential campaign mantra of
"Yes we can."
"If I said fish live in the sea.
they'd say no." Obania said.
Republicans made clear that
Obama should not expect any
help from them.
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky
said the plan "should be met
with justifiable skepticism." He
said it would raise taxes while
Americans are "still looking for
the 'shovel-ready' jobs they
were promised more than a year
ago" in the $814 billion economic stimulus measure.
The House Republican leader,
John Boehner of Ohio, added
"We don't need more govemment 'stimulus' spending. We
need to end Washington
out-of-control
Democrats'
spending spree, stop their tax
hikes, and create jobs by eliminating the job-killing uncertainty that is hampering our small
businesses."
Administration officials are
hunting broadly for ways to
revive the economy. But they
are likely to drop a separate proposal to renew a law exempting
companies from paying Social
Security taxes on any unemployed workers they hire,
according to a White House
official who spoke on condition
of anonymity because the decision was not final.
Casual in brown slacks and
open-collar white shin with
rolled-up sleeves, Obama took a
populist tack in his speech, mixing attacks on Republicans with
praise for working-class and
middle-class Americans.
He said he'd "keep fighting,

GAZETTE

Murrayan involved in Friday accident

every single day. every single
hour, every single minute to tum
this economy around." He said
interest groups he has battled
"talk about me like dog."
He also acknowledged that the
past eight months of modest private-sector job growth hasn't
been enough to bring down the
unemployment rate. He said
economic problems facing families today are "more serious
than ever." and seemed to ask
the audience in Milwaukee —
and voters nationwide — for
patience.
"Now here's the honest truth.
the plain truth. There's no silver
bullet. there's no quick fix to
these problems," he said. adding
that it will take time to "reverse
the damage of a decade worth of
policies" that caused the recession.
Administration officials said
the transportation plan's initial
$50 billion would be the beginning of a six-year program of
transportation improvements.
but they did not give an overall
figure. The proposal has a
longer-range focus than last
year's economic stimulus bill.
which was more targeted on
immediate job creation.
'The plan calls for rebuilding
150JXX) miles of roads: building
and maintaining 4.0(X) miles of
rail lines and 150 miles of airport runways. and installing a
new air navigation system to
reduce travel times and delay..s.
Obama also called for a permanent funding mechanism. an
infrastructure bank. to focus on
paying for national and tegional
infrastructure projects. Officials
provided few details of how the
bank would work.
Obama said the proposal
would be fully paid for. In an
earlier briefing for reporters.
adniinistration officials said
Mama would pay for the program by asking lawmakers to
close tax breaks for oil and gas
companies and multinational
corporations.
The infrastructure spending is
part of a package of economic
proposals to be announced this
week by Obama. who is feeling
heat from fellow Democrats and
a jittery- public to show that he is
focused on pumping life into the
economic recovery and shrinking an unemployment rate long
stuck near 10 percent.

Staff Report
A Murray man was injured in
a head-on collision near the
Lake Barkley Bridge in Trigg
County Friday night. resulting
in drunk driving charges for the
other driver.
According to Kentucky State
Nathan
Trooper
Police
Michael
CI i nkenbeard.
Manning, 64. of Murray. was
driving west on US 68 in a 1994
Dodge pickup truck approaching the Barkley Bridge at
p.m.
g:I6
approximately
Michael Robidoux. 40. of
Cadiz. was in a parking area by
the bridge when he pulled into
the path of Manning. causing a
head-on collision. Clinkenbeard
said. Both vehicles came to a
final rest in the roadway.
Manning and Robidoux were
transported to the Trigg County

PUBLISHED MONTHLY fo
1305 STADIUM VIEVs; DR.
MURRAY, ksi 42071

Hospital by Trigg County EMS.
Manning suffered multiple
injuries and was admitted to the
hospital. After Robidoux was
treated for his injuries and
released. he was arrested and
charged with DUI 1st degree.
Failure to Maintain Insurance,
and Possession of Open Alcohol
Container. according to police
reports. Robidoux was lodged
in the Chnstian County Jail.
Clinkenbeard was assisted at the
scene by the Trigg County
Sheriffs Department. Trigg
County Rescue Squad, and
Trigg County EMS.The investiby
continues
gation
Clinkenbeard.
Hospital staff said Manning
was treated arid stabilzed before
he was transferred to another
facility. They declined to say
where he was transferred.

'10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saparday
10 a.in tO 4 0,m.

Thank You
The residents and I, would like to thank all
who donated the baked goods for our annual
bake sale. It was a complete success. Vire sold
everything! We followed that week up with
Westem Day. We had a great time with good
old western music, and trail treats. It was a
great way to end a very busy week. A thank
you to Richard Dennis for the great music and
dancing. We appreciate all of our volunteers.
V.re're looking fonvard now to cooler weather
and starting our bon fires. We can just taste the
marshmallows and the hot dogs!

Jack's Pot Winners
Juanita Lloyd, Lois Woods, Rex Houston

Check Out This Great Home

273 Wells Purdom Drive - Alm% Kentucky
3 bedroom 2 bath located on 5 acre lot Magazine ready! Home has
new hambixi haidwood flooring in entry. family room. kitchen arid
hall. New tile in bathrooms. Plantation blinds throughout. ‘'aulted
ceiling in family Rim]. Kitchen has bay window in dining area.
Large kitchen with beautiful cabinetry' and pantry. Master suite ha,
walk-in closet and bath. Security system. All appliances stay with
home. esen washerhiryer. Covered front porch and covered patio on
back of home. New over sized deck surround. 27 ft. abuse ground
pool. Outbuilding and large wooden ssving stay with the property_
MLS #5807I To view Yirtual tour: www.‘amphellrealt,y.com

Star i g at

$149.000

Call Pat Cherry
at 270-293-0318
today to view this property!
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1710 *C liwy 121. North • 270.761.REST
www.theretreatofmarray.com
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112 N. 12th St. • 75.9-8780 • campliellrealty.com
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The Clarksville Community
Concert Association will present
Todd Hill and his Orchestra - 17
members strong - performing
music of the swing era and beyond.
The band includes Murray residents Dr. Derek Jones (clarinet and
saxophone). Tony Brown (bass
trombone). Tim Hutchens (trombone). Jacob Carroll (tromt.one)
and Brent Webster (guitar). in
addition to pianist and bandleader
Hill.
The concert is Tuesday. at 7:30
p.nri. in the Concert Hall of the
Communications
Music-Mass
building at Austin Peay State
University in Clarks\ Ole. Tickets
may be purchased at clarksvillemusic.org or by calling the ticket
office at (931)647-7288.
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HEARING AID SALE!

LET THE PROFESSIONALS AT STONE-LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A NEW HEARING AID!

Custom Fitted
Digital In the Ear

Place Your
Ad With Us

Reg. SI.195
Call 753-1916

Sale Price

$795 1

Custom Digital
Completely in the Canal
Reg C2 900

,595

Sale Price $1

Todd Hill Orchestra to
perfomi in Clarksville

3-1916

ao.elerator pedal. a brake
nal.
windshield of sorts.
pedal and
which is real!) three somputei
screens. The simulator can have an
automatic or manual transmission.
depending on what the driver is
used to.
Among the scenanos shown
on the screen are rainy and
snowy conditions. during which
windshield wipers come on the
screen. Othcr scenarios include
heavy downtown traffic. and .1
dark and desolate country. road
on which a deer seems to pop up
from nowhere.
The simulator gives each driv er directions about things such
as how- fast they are to tin% e.
When one scenario has ended.
the simulator gives the driver
information about his or her
reaction time.

Open Fit
Behind the Ear
Reg $2.5i

FREE HEARING TEST

'1,595

Sale Price

With Ttus Coupon
Offer Expres on September 30 2010

LIMITED TIME OFFER
CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 1-800-949-S728

STONE-LANG CO.

*I) Quest Fitness
TOUR QUEST CONNECT/ON no FITNESS & WELLNESS

HEARING REHABILITATION

71111
.

270.753.6111
809 Coldwater Ftd. • Murray. KY 42071
www.0i qtc com

2620 Broadway
Paducah, KY
270-442-3561

270 Commercial Ave.
210 South 12th
Fulton. KY
Murray. KY
1-800-949-5728
270-753-8055
Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com

913 South Main
Marion. KY
1-800-949-5728
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Cool optimism for
Middle East peace
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A P NEWS AN kl.YSIS
By STEVEN R. HUR.ST
WASHINGTON (AP) — guarantees success for this outIsrael's prime minister and the ing. which calls for an agreePalestinian president have set ment within one year.
Even the White House and
off on a yearlong peace journey, taking to a well-trod road State Department are keeping
that has led only to failure for expectations low out of histornearly two decades. Even so. ical prudence.
Stretching back 19 years.
the negotiating chess board is
arranged differently this time the search for peace has lurched
across the globe with locations
around.
First. the belligerent Shiite that recall the hopes and frusMuslim theocracy in Iran has trations of previous efforts —
become not only' an open threat Madrid, Oslo, Washington, Wye
to Israel but a subtle and grow- River, Md.. Camp David,
ing worry for some of the Jew- Annapolis, Sharm el-Sheik.
ish state's Sunni Arab neigh- Egypt, and others.
The search for peace between
bors. There's a common enemy
Israel and the Palestinians even
among interested parties.
Perhaps as important, there produced its own vocabulary:
is a largely new cast of char- -shuttle diplomacy," "peace
process," "framework," "twoacters at these talks.
Israel's leader. Benjamin stale solution." "road map."
Netanyahu, has been a hard- "window of opportunity."
Two of those terms — "twoline!. arguing that Israel cannot maintain its security under state solution" and "framework"
any agreement the Palestinians — are floating yet again.
"They reiterated their comwould accept. But as a hardliner — much as President mon goal of two states for two
Richard Nixon was a bone- peoples," Mitchell said in a
deep anti-cominunist when he briefing after the first round
made the U.S. opening to China of talks at the State Departfour decades ago — Netanyahu ment on Thursday. "The parmay have the credibility among ties agreed that a logical next
the Israeli fight to make a deal. step would be to begin workFor his part. Mahmoud ing on achieving a framework
Abbas„the Palestinian president, agreement tor permanent stais in a politically life-threat- tus."
The latest negoiiations are
ening struggle to sustain his
power against the radical Hamas in grave danger, however. Both
sides agreed to a second round
faction.
Hamas won elections and of talks Sept. 14-15 with Seckicked Abbas' moderate Fatah retary of State Hillary Rodorganization out of the Gaza ham Clinton and Mitchell presStrip, engendering a vast schism ent.
But just a few days later,
among Palestinians. Winning
guaranteed statehood for the Israel's limited ban on buildPalestinians — if the deal is ing settlements in the West Bank
nght — could hand Abbas a and east Jerusalem is set to
expire.
major political victory.
Abbas has said he would
that, President
Beyond
Barack Obama — he made the walk away from the talks if
latest talks a virtual command Netanyahu does not extend the
performance — has invested moratorium.
The Israeli leader, even
major political capital. He bare
ly knew his way around the should he want to continue the
White House in early. 2009 when ban, is under heavy pressure
he said Middle East peace was inside his conservative Likud
Party to free settlers to start
a top priority.
In his very first days in building again.
Such construction is a dealoffice. Obama appointed George
Mitchell to serve as his man breaker, Abbas has declared,
in the Middle East. Mitchell because it is taking away land
carries enormous credibility as the Palestinians envision for
a negotiator. having played a their state.
As a practical matter, all
key tole in bringing Protesconfronting
issues
tants and Catholics into a power- the
sharing agreement in Northern Netanyahu and Abbas have been
thoroughly aired many times
Ireland.
However, Israeli-Palestinian in many negotiations — all of
proximity talks — with Mitchell which failed, sometimes with
shuttling between the sides — an agreement tantalizingly
close.
went nowhere this summer.
Yet the differences this time,
In the midst of a hugely
difficult economic and politi- even though the last talks took
cal season at home. Obama place less than two years ago.
needs some good news. Even offer glimmers of hope — a
movement toward Israeli-Pales- cool optimism that remains
tinian peace would serve him largely dependent on the risks
Obama, Netanyahu and Abbas
well.
None of that, of course. are willing to take.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
reflect the editorial opinion of the
necessarily
not
Murray Ledger ct Times.
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Thoughts on the pleasure of reading
The act of reading, the expehence of it, can itself be rendered into an art form. And
the art of reading is one of
the great creative pleasures of
life. The pleasures of reading go far beyond simply running one's eyes across the print
of a page.
The pleasures of reading
go beyond the great worth of
the accumulation of useful
knowledge. We read newspapers to get the news. We read
magazines to learn about new
products of clothing or food
or home decor, or to divert
our attention while sitting in
a barber shop or a doctor's
office or in an airplane.
We can read books in all
of those places, of course (and
maybe for all of those reasons) but we also read books
for the sheer joy and pleasure
of the act itself.
We derive pleasure from
reading regardless of the nature
of the book: fiction, poetry.
history, biography, autobiography. memoir, or inspiration. It
doesn't matter. We enjoy them
all, depending on the mood
we're in. We read library books
against a deadline when they'
must be retumed or "renewed,"
but even more wonderful are
those books that we buy, or
maybe one is given to us as

an elegant gift Vb.'e buy. them
from Ainazon.com or from
Barnes & Noble online. or
from another used book internet outlet.
Even better, w.e go to a
book shop for a particular volume we have heard about, or
we happen upon it while scanning the delicious rows of
bookcases, sometimes sitting
on the floor in the aisle to peruse
the lower shelves more readily. We buy these books because
in ownership we can keep them
and mark in them and read
them again and again.
We get the precious volume home and we inscribe our
name inside the front cover or
stamp a distinctive book plate
there to mark the book as our
own. Although some connoisseurs disdain the practice, I
make a book my own by. underlining key passages or by placing a handwritten star or an
asterisk in the margin, a
reminder that I might want to
recall that thought again.
When I pick up a onceread book after y.ears have
passed, I wonder why I marked
a particular passage, but it
doesn't matter because I will
undoubtedly find something
new. and fresh upon this second reading. Sometimes, we
purchase a venerably worn used

volume and
find on the
pages within exciting
"marginathe
lia,"
mysterious
markings of
a previous
in
owner
another time
Home and
and place.
Away
During
By Jarnes
an academic
Duane Bolin
semester the
of Ledger & Times
stacks
Columnist
books in my
and
study
the stack of books on my bedside night stand have gotten
taller.
Bookmarked with only a
thin slice having been read,
these stacks of books represent at least the possibility of
a time for unfettered, joyful,
restful. peaceful examination,
reading with no strings attached,
no irnmediate deadlines to meet.
I am already. thinking ahead
to Thanksgiving and the Christmas break.
Large blocks of time in the
red easy chair in the study..
legs extended on the matching red ottoman covered up with
a luxuriously soft navy blue
throw, a cup of steaming tea
with honey near at hand on

the library. table.
Or by a crackling fire in
the family room. in the recliner angled just so, making it
possible to see the fireplace.
but impossible to view the television screen. children lounging on the sofa or love seat
watching said television screen.
Evelyn in the other chair or
sitting cross-legged on the floor
reading herself.
In such a room I find that
I can still concentrate on the
book of the moment. even
between frequent glances at
the scene before me and even
with the incessant hum of the
television. We live in a postmodern world after all. Away
from home I sit snugly and comfortably in my favorite chair
at Fidalgo Bay or the University Book and Bean.
This act of reading is an
art, a creative act that we enjoy
amid the hustle and bustle of
all that goes on around us.
We just open a book to immerse
ourselves in another world, in
another time and place, and in
the process, in this creative
act, we enrich and enliven the
world we know as our own.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at duane.bolin@murhim
raystate.edu

Religious freedom, KCHIP and budget busting
Heralci-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
It should surprise no. one
that the usual rabble-rousers
of the right have raised a
ruckus over plans to build a
Muslim community center and
mosque a couple of blocks
from ground zero in New York
City.
That's what the Sarah Palins
and Glenn Becks of the world
do - seize every opportunity
to spew senseless demagogy
that incites fears, fans the
flames of hatred and spreads
divisiveness across America's
political landscape. It's how
they. feed their insatiable egos.
What disappoints, though.
is the fraidy-cat stance the two
men who want to be the next
U.S. senator from Kentucky
have taken on the mosque plans.
"While this is a local matter that should be decided by
the people of New York, Dr.
Paul does not support a mosque
being built two blocks from
ground zero spokesman for
Republican Senate nominee
Rand Paul said.
Attorney General Jack Conway, the Democratic nominee.
expressed a similar sentiment.
"I think we have to keep the
families of the victims of 9/11
foremost in our minds," he
told the Knox County TimesTribune. "and because of that
I would prefer to see it located elsewhere."
Paul's objection to building
a mosque near ground zero
represents pure hypocrisy, coming from a supposed libertarian who has elevated "property rights" to near-sacred status when it comes to civil rights,
people with disabilities and the
mountaintop removal mining
that defiles the landscape and
pollutes the waters of Ken-

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
for private health insurance.
tucky.
It will save those parents preDespite Paul's hypocrisy,
Conway disappoints more. After cious dollars and will cost the
all, as attorney general, he has state precious little, relatively
taken an oath to uphold both speaking - about $370,000 a
the U.S. Constitution and its year.
"In these tough economic
Kentucky counterpart. What
part of those two documents' times," Gov. Steve Beshear said,
clear language on the subject "we're doing everything we can
of religious freedom does he to make sure children have
access to quality health care."
not understand?
The governor deserves credFor that is the real issue
involved in the ground zero it for building on his long-standmosque controversy: religious ing promise to cover more
children in KCHIP - about
freedom.
And when our response to 60,000 are now in the proa terrorist attack includes dimin- gram - and Kentucky lawmakishing our own freedoms, we've ers also have earned a salute
let the bad guys win. Appar- for approving the proposal in
ently, that's OK with Rand the spending plan they passed
in May.
Paul and Jack Conway.
As Beshear has pointed out,
time and again. available and
Courier-Joumal
affordable health care is both
Louisville, Ky.
What's $20 to most of us'? a inoral imperative and a pracA down payment on a full tical nieans to an end - it
saves lives and it saves money.
tank of gas.
But for low-income fami- To quote him again:
"Children's health status
lies who need state health insurance for their children. whether impacts their academic achievethey can afford to pay a $20 ment long terrn. ... We believe
monthly premium into the pro- we will see long-term savings
gram can mean the difference on treatment of adult chronic
between getting medical atten- conditions and emergency room
treatment of uninsured chittion and not getting it.
That dilemma has been dren. Supporting children's
resolved for them this sum- health is vital to supporting
mer. as the state dropped the Kentucky's future."
Dropping the premium was
payment of the premium for
parents of about 16,000 chil- the right thing to do. and the
dren in the Kentucky Chil- smart thing to do.
dren's Health Insurance program KCHIP). a program for The Independent,
families that eam too much Ashland, Ky.
At about the same time legfor Medicaid but not enough

islators in Frankfort were meeting in special session to enact
a two-year budget that should
have been approved six weeks
earlier. Democrats in the U.S.
House of Representatives were
adding a new kink in the already'
broken budget process in Washington, D.C.
House Democrats decided
to shirk a basic congressional
responsibility by not even passing a budget resolution this year.
It will mark the first time the
House will have done so since
the current budget process was
put in place in 1974.
In truth. congressional budget resolutions are little more
than mostly meaningless numbers on paper.
They are nonbinding. and
GOP-run Congresses did not
pass final resolutions in 1998,
2004 and 2006. Nevertheless,
the resolutions do impose
benchmarks and some order and
discipline in a process that
constantly. threatens to become
a spending free-for-all.
The Senate Budget Committee passed its budget resolution in April, but it has yet
to come to a floor vote.
It may not do so, since the
House's inaction makes the Senate resolution irrelevant.
House Democratic leader
Steny Hoyer promises that the
House will enforce spending
limits even stricter than what
President Barack Obama proposed in his budget.
Hoyer argues that it make,
no sense to enact a long-tern)
budget until the president',
deficit-reduction commission
makes its report in December.
after the midterm elections.
That's just d crutch. It is
the job of the House of Representatives and Senate the
oversee federal spending.
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Obituaries
Colby Ray Stevens
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Ray Stevens, infant
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son of Robyn
Owen and Aaron Stevens of Murray,
died shortly after his birth on
Thursday. Sept. 2, 2010. at Munray Calloway County Hospital.
Stevens was preceded in death by
his great-grandparents. Joe and Peggy
Pnchard and Ray Stevens.
In addition to his parents. he is surSt•vens
vived by a sister. Nevaeh Knight:.
maternal grandparents. Cindy Owen and Tony Bayliss
and wife, Teresa; and paternal grandparents, Lesa Hall
and husband. Rlchard and Kelly Stevens and wife,
Belinda. all of Murray.
A graveside service was held yesterday, Monday.
Sept. 6, 2010, at 2 p.m at the Lynnville Baptist Church
Cemetery with the Rev. Martin Sevems officiating.
Visitation was held Monday, from 11 a.m. to I p.m. at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Bryson Clay Cavitt
Bryson Clay Cavitt, of Murray, died Friday, Sept. 3,
2010. at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville. Tenn.
Bom Sept. 2. 2010, in Murray. he is survived by his
mother. Jennifer Caviti of Murray: father, Cory Pugh of
Paducak: grandparents, Gary and Diane Cayitt of
Murray. great-grandparents. J.T. and Jeanette Cavitt of
Murray, and Donald and Judy Hardin of Sharpe.
Funeral service will be held Wednesday, Sept. 8,
2010, at 3 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Glynn Orr and the Rev. Steve Stevens officiating. Burial will be in the Bean Cemetery in Graves
County. Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Doc" and Grace Mueller Jenkins; a brother. Paul
Kenneth "PK" Jenkins; and a sister. Joyce Fischer.
Jenkins is survived by his wife. Esther Wright
Jenkins ot Murray, who he married Oct. 16, 2003. in
Murray.; four daughters, Roberta Cooley of Crestwood,
Mo.. Shellr Adams and husband. Randy of Mt. Vemon,
Ind.. Jot Ellen Dollar and husband. Ken of Chesterfield,
Ma.. and Enimile Atchison of Troy. Mo.; two sons, Joe
Jenkins and wife. 1-0fd of Posey vine. Ind.. and Stanton
Jenkins and wile. Jo Ann of Vacaville, Calif.: a sister, Jo
Ann Wade and husband, Ron of Fort Branch. Ind.; 24
grandchildren; 8 great-grandchildren; and several nieces
and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may go to MurrayCalloway Co. Hospital Hospice House Building fund
803 Poplar St. Murray. Ky. 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneraihome.com.

John D. MD.) Roberts
John D. (J.D.) Roberts. 88. of Murray. died Friday,
Sept. 3, 2010, at I 1:03 p.m. at Arbor Place of Puryear in
Puryear, Tenn.
Born June 8. 1922, in Calloway
County. he was a %13'W11 Army veteran, a
member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
and attended Memorial Baptist where he
was a member of the Adult Men II Pathfinder Sunday
School Class. He also worked for Tappan Co. for 33
years and was employed by Murray State University for
22 years.
Roberts was preceded in death by his parents. John
D. Roberts, Sr. and Lela (Boatwright) Roberts: six sisters. Rhonda Fitts, Niva Parker. Lizz Hurt. Helen
Roberts. Eva Moody and Rebecca Roberts: and five
brothers. Ciulton Roberts. Clifton Roberts, Guthrie
Roberts. Wade Roberts and Gray Roberts.
He is survived by his wife Sue (Mohundro) Roberts.
who he married on Dec. 12. 1951: a daughter. Dr. Vicki
Roberts and husband, Nick Ridge of Paducah; a son. Dr.
John David Roberts and wife. Kelly of Elizabethtown; a
brother-in-law, Bill Mohandro and wife, Betty of
Murray; four sisters-in-law. Voline Roberts of Calif.,
Francis Roberts of Murray. Ruth Ferguson of Kirksey.
and Louise Owens of Murray: three grandchildren,
Amanda Roberts, Austin Roberts and John Ridge; one
step-granddaughter; four step-great-grandchildren: and
several nieces and nephew's.
Funeral services were held Montkiy, Sept. 6, 2010. at
I p.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with
the Rev. Ryker Wilson officiating. Burial followed in
Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy ntay take the form of a
donation to a chanty of your choice.
Arrangements were handled by Blalock-Coleman St
York Funeral Home.
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Billy Ray Housden. 62, of Murray. died Saturday.
Sept. 4. 2010, at 1:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
He was born Dec. 25. l947. Arrangements are intomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
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Keepsakes

Mrs. Hazel Ann Olson. 74, of Benton, formerly of
Spring Creek Health Care, died Saturday. Sept. 4, 2010,
at 12:15 a.m. at her daughter's home.
She was a homemaker and a member of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ. She was born on Dec. I. 1935.
in Calloway County. Kentucky.
She is survived by her daughter Esther Marie Hester
Donoho (Warren Dyke), of Benton; a son, John Robert
Olson, of Kissimmee. Fla.: three brothers. William Ray
Parrish (Mary I of Metropolis. 111.. L.B. Parrish
(Shirley). Danny Parrish (Marsha), and one sister Ella
Kathryn Bynum all of Murray; also four grandchildren,
Elizabeth Anjanette (Anjie) Hester Jones (Howell) of
Sedalia, Rebecca Marie Hester Pence (Rodney Alan) of
Streator, Ill.. Zachary' and Emily Olson of Kissimmee,
Fla., four great-grandchildren, Sarah. Hannah. and
Molly Jones of Sedalia, and Sophia Marie Michele
Pence of Streator, III., also adopted grand-daughters
Dawn Young and (Robert) of Chester, Ill. and Jennifer
Dyke of Louisville, and three adopted great-grandsons,
Tyler Larose, Brett Pingel, and Garvin Young of
Chester. III., also several nieces. nephews and cousins
and special friend Margaret Hesselrode of Murray..
Preceded in death by her husband Master Sergeant
Robert W. Olson. her parents. Leman and Annis Marie
Smith Parrish.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. . on
Wednesday. Sept. 8, 2010, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale and Rev. David Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery in
Murray. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. on Tuesday.
Sept. 7. 2010, at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
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Happiness got better as
WASHINGTON (AP) They say money can't buy hap- income rose but the effect leveled out at $75.(XX), Deaton
piness. They're wrong.
said. On the other hanti. their
At least up to a point.
People's emotional well- overall sense of success or wellbeing - happiness- increases being continued to rise as their
along with their income up to earnings grew beyond that
about $75.(X)0, researchers point.
"Giving people more income
report in today's edition of
Proceedings of the National beyond 75K is not going to do
much for their &Hy mood ... but
Academy of Sciences.
For folks making less than it is going to make them feel
that, said Angus Deaton, an they have a better life," Deaton
economist at the Center for said in an interview.
Not surprisingly, someone
Health anti Wellbeing at
Princeton University, "Stuff is who moves from a $100,000-aso in your face it's hard to be year job to one paying $2(8).(100
happy. It interferes with your realizes an improved sense of
success. That doesn't necessarienjoyment."
Daniel ly mean they are happier day. to
and
Deaton
Kahneman reviewed surveys of day. Deaton said.
The results were similar for
450,(XX) Americans conducted
in 2008 and 2009 for the other measures. Deaton said.
Gallup-Healthways Well-Being For example. people were really
Index that included questions on happier on weekends, but their
people's day-to-day happiness deeper sense of well-being didand their overall life satisfac- n't change.
tion.

Arrangements

Paid Obituary

Borders, 84. of Benton, died at 3:15 p.m. on Bobby R. Miller, Sr.
Bobby R. Miller, Sr, 78. of Calvert City, died
Sunday'. Sept. 5, 2010, at Britthaven of
Saturday, Sept. 4, 2010, at 9:30 a.m. at Momingside of
Benton.
Paducah.
She was a member of Walnut Street
A member of First Baptist Church of
Baptist Church.
Calvert City, he retired from AircoBorders was preceded in death by
Carbide and was a combat veteran of the
her husband, Virgil Borders; one brothKorean War.
er. Paul Washburn; two grandchildren:
Miller was preceded in death by his
and her parents. Willis Pendley parents, Claude Clayton Miller and Lillian Neyenhaus
Washburn and Bethel Pace Washbum.
Miller; and one brother. He is survived by his wife of
She is survived by three sons. David 52 years. Martha Parker Miller; two sons. Bobby R.
Borders. formerly of Murray, and Leo Miller, Jr. of Paducah and William (Billy I Miller of
Borders
Borders, both of Benton, and Joe Huntington Beach, Calif.; three sisters, Allene Gibbons
Borders of Indianapolis. Ind.: four grandchildren; and of Calloway County'. Alberta Ford of Benton, arid Lilly
three great-grandchildren.
Sheppard of Benton; one brother, Gerald Miller of
Funeral services will be held today, Tuesday. Sept. 7, Calif.: five grandchildren: and several nieces and
2010. at 1 p.m. at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Horne nephews.
Funeral services will be held VY'ednesday, Sept. 8.
with the Rev. Joel Frizzell officiating. Burial will follow
in the Hamlet Cemetery. Visitation will be held after I I 2010, at 9 a.m. at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of
a.m. today. Tuesday, Sept. 7, 2010, at Filbeck-Cann & Paducah with the Rev. Mark Sickling officiating. Burial
will follow at Elm Grove Baptist Church Cemetery in
King Funeral Home.
Calloway County. Visitation will be today, Tuesday.
from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mary Ann Ward
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The
Mary Ann Ward, 80, of Murray, died Monday, Sept.
Lourdes Foundation for the benefit of the Ray and
6, 2010, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Center, 1530 Lone Oak Rd.,
Born Nov. 23. 1929 in Gary, Ind., she was a self- Kathryn Eckstein Heart
42003..
Ky.
Paducah,
Springs
Poplar
employed housekeeper whd. attended
Baptist Church.
Ward was preceded in death by her parents, Arthur Robert L Jenkins
Funeral services for Robert E. Jenkins, 76. of
and Anna Farber Cottrell; and several brothers and sisMurray, were held Monday. Sept. 6,
ters.
2010. at 11:30 a.m. at the J.H.
She is survived by four sons. Dennis Brookover and
Churchill Funeral Home, Pastor Mike
wife, Vonnie of Westville. Ind., Kenny Gal and wife,
Douglass officiated, and burial was in
Renee of Plymouth, Ind., Tim Gal and wife, Cindy of
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Murray, and Gary Gal and wife, Tammy of
Visitation was held Monday.. Sept. 6.
Madisonville; two sisters. Irene Jaso and husband, Sal
2010, from 10-11:30 a.m. at the funerof Cadiz and Margaret Hoke of Hobart. Ind.; nine
al home.
grandchildren, Connor, Dana, Kevin, Timothy,
Jenkins died Thursday, Sept. 2,
and
Stacy;
and
Lee,
Shirley
Jr..
Dennis.
Jacob.
Nickolas,
2010. at 3:18 p.m. at the Lourdes
several great-grandchildren.
Hospital in Paducah. Born Nov. 9.
Jenkins
A graveside service was held today. Tuesday, Sept. 7.
1933. in Fort Branch, Ind., he was a
at I I a.m. at Barnett Cemetery with Mike Foraker offiretired purchasing agent with Chrysler
ciating. Online condolences may. be left at Corporation for 35 years. He was preceded in death by
www.imesmillercom.
his first wife, Anna Marie Jenkins: parents, Charles "

Yes, money can buy
happiness, to a point
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Home & Auto Insurance Discounts
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU DISCOUNTS
Security Systems
.ne/Auto Combo
Hor

753-4703
kylii.cOm/calloway

1.

20°k,
• up to 30% •
tO

10%

Multi Auto

Plus Many Others!
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MusicTime promises all this
plus a tun and active time tor
children and parents in an eightweek course that meets once .1
week for 45 minutes. Classes are
held at two locations. Saturday
classes. beginning Sept. I I. will
be held at Murray State
University'. Old Fine Ans
Building. mom 2025 with two
meeting times; 9:30 a.m. for
infants and toddlers and 10:30
a.m. for presch(xilers. Monday
moming classes will be held at
the Murray An Guild at 10 a.m.
for ages 04 years.
A Parent Orientation for parents who are new to MusicTime
will be held on Thursday. Sept.
9, at 5 p.m. at a location to be
determined. The instructor,
Laynie Alba Mitchell, received
her M.M. in music education at
Michigan State University
where she was a teacher arid
coordinator of the Early
Childhood Music Program at the
Music
Community
MSU
School. She has 13 years of public school music teaching experience and is currently an
adjunct faculty member at
Murray State. For more information, contact Laynie at 7614804.

MHS hosts rebate night

Murray Bank plans trip
The Murray Bank is planning a "Christmas in Chicago" trip
December 3-7. They will see the Broadway Production of Wicked,
tour the windy city. visit the Oprah Store, enjoy an evening of entertainment at Tommy Gun's Garage, shop and more. Final payment is
due no later than Oct. 11. For more information. call (270) 7673338.

Outland Cemetery requests funds
Outland Cemetery is in need of funds for the upkeep of the
grounds. Donations can be brought to thi annual Vinson reunion on
Sept. 15 at 11 a.m. or can he mailed to Betty Vinson, 2010
Gatesborough, Murray.

Kappas to meet Tuesday

Photo prosided
Children participate in the 2009 MusicTime. an early childhood music program that encourages musical cieyelopment in
infants, toddlers and preschoolers.

MHS class
of '90 plans
reunion

LEDGER& TIMES

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

NAPPENINGS
by Annum Peeler

84 Ufterback Rd.• Murray, Ky
Phone: 12701 759-8700 • 1-888-131-5014

Pnoto provided
MWC MEETING: Jackie Helm, left. and Sue Miller were the
hostesses of the August meeting of the Murray Woman's Club
Creative Arts Department. The next meeting will be Monday,
Sept. 27, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
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Buy.One, Get One
r-r;
,
,

Dale4o4
The Murray High School Lady Tiger Basketball Team will host a
rebate night at Sirloin Stockade on Tuesday. Sept. 7, from 11 a.m. to
9 p.m. Certificates for the rebate are available from the players and
at the high school. Customers should give the certificate to the
cashier when ordering.

Call
753-1916
to place
an ad in

We had a great time on our "road
trip" through Land Between the
Lakes. We started with a good
ole Belew's hamburger and milkshake before we began our iotaney. We went from the Visitors
Center & Planetiirium to the
Nature Center. Lake Energy.
Hematite Lake. to the Old Iron
Furnace. Sometimes I think we
take for granted all of the interesting sights we have nght here
in our own area. Next week we
are planning a trip to Fort
Donelson.
We have a new addition to our
Hickory Woods family.. Lexi
Raelynn Koehn. The proud
mother is our moming cook,
Sondra. We are all so excited! I
feel sorry for Sondra because
she's going to have a houseful of
people giving her baby advice!
We played some new games
this week. One was "Are You
Smarter Than A 5th Grader." It
was fun but it vt. as a little bit
embarrassing what all we had
forgotten since the 5fn grade
We celebrated Labor Dit. with
the traditional cookout. The
homemade ice cream just topped
off our picnic. Homemade ice
cream is just one of the best
things about the summer holidays.
...Nothing else looks orfeels like
home but we come close

e-mail: communitynewsemurrayledger.com
WW W.M1

Music program for children will begin
Special to the Ledger
Now in its fourth year in
Murray, MusicTime. an early
childhood music program. is
until
registration
holding
Thursday. Sept. 9. 'The program
is for infants. toddlers.
preschoolers and their parents or
caregivers. The class will
moving,
singing,
include
rhyming and exploring on musical instruments.
Music is learned much the
same way that a language is
learned. In language development children are immersed in a
rich language environment with
opportunities to babble and
eventually. after much trial and
error, to communicate. With
music development. children
need to be immersed in a rich
musical environment with
opportunities to babble and
explore. Children interact how
and when they feel comfortable
and eventually. teach themselves
to keep a steady beat and sing in
tune. Children need to dance and
move to experience rhythm and
flow, all the while developing
many' areas of the brain and
strengthening the bond between
child and parent

1/2 OFF
STOREWIDE!
(Excludes Vera Bradley Fall Collection)
(Penique's Only)Wrth This Coupon

(Thursday, Sept.9 - Saturday, Sept. 11 Only)
Gifts • Horne Decor • Mexican Fottery & Iron
Handbaas• Jewelry • f3riclal & Baty Regvstry
Main 5t.• Court Square • Murray • 7E77-0007
112 E. Washington 5t.• Paris, TN •731-642-7535

400

Help Lis Welcome

Ribbon Chix
Now Inoirie Penique'a Murray Location!

The Murray High School
Class of 1990 will have its 20year reunion on Sept. 24 and 25.
On Friday, Sept. 24. attend the
MHS Homecoming game and
sit in a reserved area for alumni.
After the game, meet at The Big
Apple in the reserved room at
your cost. On Saturday, Sept.
25, at 9 a.m. attend a free tour of
MHS and enjoy donuts. That
evening, from 6 p.m. to midnight, enjoy dinner and socializing at the Murray Banquet
Center. Dinner includes choice
of two meats, with two sides
and dessert. The cost of dinner
is S25 per person.
The deadline for reservations
is Sept. 15. For more information. contact Lance Allison at
or
lallison@ mymurray.com
at
Balmer
Stephanie
balmers@ wk.net.
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The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will begin
the new club year with a salad potluck on Tuesday. Sept. 7, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house. Members are encouraged to bring salads and
guests. Hostesses will be Evelyn Wallis, Sharon Bybee, Dorinda
Craig and Jennifer Jones.

North Calloway SBDM to meet
North Calloway Elementary Site Base Decision Making Council
meeting will be Monday, Sept. 13, at 3:30 p.m. in the school conference room. The public is invited to attend.
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Great Rivers Group to meet

Dog obedience classes to begin
Register today for the Calloway County Humane Society's Canine
Good Citizen Dog Obedience Class which helps dogs become wellbehaved companions at home and in the community. The program
begins Wednesday. Sept. 8. and ends Oct. 27. Classes meet at 6 p.m.
with the first at the Carmen Animal Health Technology Building on
College Fartn Road; classes 2-8 are held at the Hardin Community
Center in Hardin. For more information, call(270)759-1884,email
humanesocietya'murray-ky.net or go to www.forthepets.org/programs.

Kirksey Park to form softball leagues
The Kirksey Park is gearing up for a little fun for the kids this fall.
They will be offering co-ed softball for ages 6-8 and 9-12. If they
have enough interest. they will also be having an adult league
(teams must be formed). If interested in playing in the fall leagues.
call Michael at 489-6140 or Dianna at 527-2072 as soon as possible.

Youth swim team to hold tryouts
Murray-Calloway Youth Swim Team will be holding team tryouts
on Wednesday. Sept. 8 from 3-5 p.m. Any child ages 5-18 is eligible. Swimrners will be expected to swim the length of the pool.
using any stroke, unassisted. Tryouts will be at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Wellness Center. Use the pool entrance
in the back. Bring a bathing suit (one piece for girls), goggles and
towel. For more information, contact Julie Santiago at santiagojulie94@ yahoo.com.

Quilting class to begin Sept.9
Quilting classes for beginners will be taught at the Calloway
County Extension Office on Thursday, Sept. 9, from 1-3 p.m. and
will continue on Thursday, Sept 23, at the same time. Anyone who
has never quilted before and always wanted to learn is encouraged
to attend this class. There is no need to bring a sewing machine.
Bring basic sewing supplies and a ruler. The class is open to the public and free of charge. Call the Extension Office at 753-1452 to register.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday. from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information. call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jiin at 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday. from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 or I
(877)447-2(X/4.
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insulated bottle holder
included

QUEEN 0
on her last
Kim Black,

The Great Rivers Group will meet Wednesday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m.
in room 1119 of Murray State's Biology Building.'The guest speaker will be Hap Chambers. The topic will be the Clark's River
National Wildlife Refuge. For infomation. call Gene Nettles at(270)
236-2317.'The public is invited.

Fashion Forward Diaper13ags!

,

Murray I.e

209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
Hri: 111-F 10-5. Sat. 10-4

'Changing pad
pact pal, and
stroller straps included
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Kentucky high school
junior may win
scholarship, photo shoot
FRANKFORT. Ky. — A jun; !r at one of Kentucky's public
“r private high schools may win
a S.500 scholarship and a photo
shoot at his or her school
through the "Promote Your
School" scholarship contest,
sponsored by the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority KHEAAi.
Students from high schools
that have been featured in the
past five years —Murray.
Triinble County'. Boyle County.
and
County
Menitee
Williamstown — are not eligible
to enter this year's content.
To enter. the student must
subrnit an essay about the
biggest challenge facing high
school students. The essay must
be no more than 200 words long
and cannot mention the student's name, school, county or
community. The student's name.
address and high school should
be listed on a cover sheet or at
thc bottom of the essay. For
KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Trmes
visit
information,
more
QUEEN OF THE DAY: Retiring Murray Elementary School principal Janet Caldwell was proclaimed as the "Queen of the Day" w w w.kheaa.com/website/conon her last day at the school during the morning Tiger Cub News broadcast Friday. Sept. 3. Pictured, Caldwell is crowned by test/intro.
Photos from the winning
Kim Black, MES teacher, while anchor Trevor Harrison, third grade. looks on.
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school will he used in KHEAA
publications and on KHEA A
websites.
To enter. mail the essay to
KHEAA, Publications Section.
P.O. Box 798, Frankfort. KY
40602-0798. Entrants may also
e-mail the essay to publicationsktkheaa.com or fax it to
1502)696-7574. The w inner will
be chosen by a committee of
KHEAA employees. The deadline for submissions is Nov. I,
2010.
KHEAA is the state agency
that promotes college awareness, provides free college planning materials and administers
state student aid programs,
Kentucky
the
including
Excellence
Educational
Scholarship (KEES).
To learn how to plan and prepare for higher education, go to
www.gotocollege.ky.gov. For
about
information
more
Kentucky scholarships and
grants. visit www.kheaa.corn,
write KHEAA, P.O. Box 798,
Frankfort. KY -10602-0798; or
call (8(X1) 928-8926. ext. 67372.

Photo prow:led

Calloway County High School Japanese language students tied for first place in the 2010
Kentucky World Language Association State Language Festival with Scott County High
School. Pictured are. front row, from left. Bryce Mills, Alysha Marvin, Jessica Reiter and
Samantha Spann. Middle. from left, Simon Mikulcik, Sarah Wade, Emily Scott and Rebekah
Browr
Elkins. Back, from left, Dylan Johnson-Knaup. Emily Dowdy, Dorninik Mikulcik, Patrick
and Brian McCormack.

MOD.° 1.270.761.0085
Your Premier Exhihit CO

www.pecoproducts.com

Special to the Ledger
Calloway County High School
placed first in the 2010 Kentucky
World Language Association State
Language Festival. Official results
posted on the KWLA web site
show the Lakers tied for the top
spot with Scott County High
Schtx)I. This is a repeat win for the
CCHS Japanese students who
were also State Champions for
2009. Murray. High School came
in second place and Marshall
County High School in third. All
three teams are coached by.
Masayo Nakamura. the winner of
States-Japan
United
the
Heinz
Elgin
Foundation's
Outstanding Teacher Award for
2010.
Calloway County. students took
top honors in both the Dance and
Drama competitions. Complete
results for individual awards are
available at the KWLA web sitewww.kwla-online.org.

Photo provided

READERS: Southwest Eiementary school -Rock'n Readers"
Claire Thurmond and Brooklynne Underwood posed with
Murray State University basketball player Jordan Burge after
they read a book together at Southwest Family Readino Night.
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WE WILL BEAT ANY 0110TI: l'OR PRINTING, DISPLAYS & SIGNS! Call for Details!
, "Professional, Cost Effective Trade Show Displays...Really Fast''

270.753.9999
Sec this house and many more
a t www.sbgproperty.com

3812 US HWY 641 North Murray, Kentucky 42071 • 1.270.767.0085
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We Have Money For You!

West Kentucky
Rheumatology

—For Any Reason—

Board Certified

Doctor Bills • Home Iniprowinents
Insurance • Taxes • Unexpected Expenses
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for just $51.22

Etheridgs.
CSR

Treatment of Arthritis
and related Diseases
?Oeo)lif seroine

$2,000

Nest Ktnemcky am? 7onstessee

for just $89.30

aer &me 21 yesifs!

$3,000
tor J ust $115.52

Accepting new patients — No referral necessary

Call for an appointment: 270-534-0046
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*,

Farm Ecencenent
Heavy Et:simmers
Sports Equtpoven1
Ftrewood
Mut..
Mobtle /Some Lots For Sate
MotAe Homes For Sale
Noble HOMO& Fof Rent
Mobile Mane Lots Fos Rent
BuSo11111S %OLIO

Apartments For Rent
R0.7111 For Rent
110.11FIO For Rent
Stomps RINIFIFO1
Conanercel Property
PO111 & Swett*.
Lrvestoolt Sum..
Pula. Sete
Land Fpr Rent or Leese

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
5*0

Real Estate
Lake Pforperf
Lots FOf Sas
Lols Fof Ren,
Fans* FOf Sea
Acreage
Homes For Sale
s
Motorcycles
Auto Pans
Soon Mkt, Vetucies
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats A Motors
Seem.Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 1 Suppites

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1,1.--.11 ‘1

\I

.j.,

DEADLINES

,...

$8.25 First

Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50

each

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.

(..10-Htf, ,l,,., . f. , -..'n i 7. '..:1 r r '
',leo or edd aoy submitted matter
41-: MIN AD • "i• ii - WILL • '0001: uN

•

• •
'

Tuesday

NCO. lOa.m.

Wednesday

Mon.12p.m.

Thursday

Vled,10Lm.

•r i,-,

s13; extra tor Smart ',aver(Mon
r

Fn.10Lm.

SimarI Saver

f -11: 3 Ad, Alid•it R1411 l‘ithirt t- 1).'1, Per10ti %

$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

117>A

Fri.lCILM,

Monday

$8.50 Column Inch, Mr; Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 3rd Run.

,. ..:

Ftly

Thur.10Lm.

5.ItUrday

Thur.12p.m.

•.

Stephenson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie
753-1927
Fax:
•
p.m.
a.m.-5:00
8:00
iday
Monday-Fr
Hours:
Office
Ave.
Whitnell
or stop by our office at 1001
060
Commerical Prop. For flanti

Help Wanted

RETAIL Store in Hazel
+,SF
5000
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

U$Y1TAT1ON TO BID

Th.. City of Murray Sanitation department will
receive sealed bids for one side loaduig refuse collection truck body & chasms Spectfications are
iviilable at the City Clerk's office located at 104 N
St Murray. Ky 42071 Sealed bids shall be
marked 'Bid- Refuse Truck & Chassis" and deli,
ered to the Clerk's office by TOO p m local tino
lliesday, September 21, 2010 The City of Mori
reserves the right to accept the lowest or best bids
or reject any and all bid

I David W Taylor will
not be responsible for
any bills or debts made
atter this day of
by
08/30/2010,
Jacqueline Sue Taylor

Lost and Found

Lost gray. long-haired
cat with green eyes
Male, neutered Area of
Dr
Nancy
Brookhaven 270-7679345

ana
DEPENDABLE
honest single Mom
needs work' Will do
house cleaning. windows. yard work. run
errands, sit with ill or
elderly, house sit, walk
your dog, etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
Christian
Seeking
Nanny. Must have
refer.
experience.
ences. For 2 small children You will have to
home-school 1 child
Send resume to P.0
Box 1040-E

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Brethaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E,AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

-OWNER Finance**
3BIR. 2BA nice country
setting on 9+ acres
$4.950 down $695/mo
Hardin 615-397-3171

MDM COMPUTERS

16X80 3BR, 2BA,
Fleetwood Must move.
753-1856
513.500
227-2394
2BA.
3BR
2001,
28'x44'
Fleetwood
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty
2BR & Lot. $12.900.
270-753-6012

Sta.-vice Safes
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
NEW RESTAURANT
OPENING SOON. ALL
POSITIONS AVAILABLE. PLEASE CALL
FOR INTERVIEW.
270-619-5039
270-619-5038
A Licensed Plumber
Must have
Journeyman or Master
Plumbing license &
recent plumbing experience Please call
753-2355
BUSY Medical Office
seeking CNA or LPN
Candidate must have
active certification and
physician office expenpreferred
ence is
Working hours will be
M-F, 8-5 Please sub
mrt your resume to
Box 190, Murray, KY
42071

AN11GUES, Call

Larry

753-3633
BUYING

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors, 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid f6i7
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, stove. refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storrn windows
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sala

Baby items for sale
Car seat , Bobby pillow,
High chair Call 270485-6095
Square
BERMUDA
FULL OR PART time
Bales out of the barn.
housekeeping. Murray
270-293$4 50 each
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person atter 7:00PM. 5381
SALE:
FOR
No phone calls.
Powerwheeis; Harley
HOME-COOKING Davidson. $100 (will
seeking need new battery). 19"
Restaurant
experienced. reliable, Color TV. (old but
fast pace workers. works on cable or
grill direct). $25 Blocks
dishwashers.
waiters_ $1.00 each Couch &
cooks, and
Send resumes to P.0 Love seat, $100. VCR.
$15. Call 270-227Box 1040-E
8721 after 4:00pm
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS Positions
available Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
retums. Seasonal
employment. We will
tram Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call 1270-437-4531

PECOAccepting
resutneS
All sales careers'
& other positionSend tO
,
P.0 Box 36"
Murray. KY
42071

AT home daycare with,
openings Audobond
accepted. 6am-6pm
Mon-Fn $20/day.
270-293-5212
WOULD like to srt with
elderly, have experience 270-933-0621

For-Sale: Extra Nice
Walnut Bedroom Set
$125. 270-753-3787
2 Oak Twin Beds, 1 Full
Bedroom Set 270-4366380
Buying & Selling
old U.S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray

dryer
WASHER &
(stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B).
real estate lots. Ali
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546

2BR newly remodeled
inside & out, appliances. storage shed
Quiet, rural setting near
lake. No pets. $600
utilities
including
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
1BR, price reduced,
locations
various
RE 75'3Coleman
9898
2BR 1200/sqft. Most
utilities paid, ref. stove,
dishwasher. garbage
disposal. C/H/A, No
pets. 270-767-9037
3BR, 2.5BA, garage, all
appliances, very nice.
$750/mo. 907 N. 20th
St. 753-5344
4BR. C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898.
DUPLEX for Rent:
Very nice large,
2 bedroom, 2 bath
completely
duplex,
central
remodeled,
air.
and
hear
washer/dryer, all appliances furnished, great
location. no pets, no
smoking, $625.00 per
month, one year lease.
deposit and references
required_ 753-5719
condition.
Excellent
2BR, IBA, duplex in
town. Stove, Rel
W&D $450 deposit
$450 rent. 1/yr lease
270-293-3761
APARTHAZEL
MENTS
We Now Have a 1BR
Apartment Available
Phone 492-8721 Mon
10-12pm
& Thurs
TDD No 1-800-6486056 Equal Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water bash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartmert'
(270)492-8211

LARGE 3I3R apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/HiA, W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 293-3710 2934600

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984,
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 41-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W./D.
stove.
refrigerator.
Very quiet_ All utilities
electric
paid including
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

puppies
Shih-Tzu
CKC.
AKC,
$300male/female
270-251-0310
$350
evenings
390
Livestock & Supplies

$600 move in special!
Near MSU 3BR, 2BA,
single family. brick
Carport, fenced yard.
garden bed, kitchen
appliances, w/c1 houk
ups, hardwood, tile, pet
friendly $700 270-9785099
1 & 4BR Houses
Deposit
&
Lease
270-753Required
.1109
3BR. 1.5BA, garage &
workshop, stove. dishpets
no
washer.
Murray 270-753-0259.
3BR, 2BA home in
country, 5 miles from
Murray, $650. Also
pasture with barn and
stalls for rent. 270-7052939
3BR, carport, fenced
storage,
backyard.
shade, patio. no pets,
270-293$685/mo.
E070

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

- PREPLANNING -

INSUR.ANCE

liana.. Willoughby
Pre-,Artizogratent Srecialist

Lou V. MeGary
Does Thur Poltcy PaN 10(ri of
the Deductshies'

Avoid inflahona7 cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan

DOG Obedience.
i270)436-2858.

Call 270-753-88443
before 8 00pm
Futrell Farms
Horse BOarding
Stall or Pastuie
S125 mb
Hay included

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd •

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR NY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-9224

NI( K MCCLURE Ots•NER,

'SINCE

'THANKS. FOR YOUR BIrsINESS

ii-ttigilic a

Reyes,
Lavr, gc.rm, M.41"711

•CERAMIC TILE • LAMINATE
VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET
..

8

Z
/

Fthc00.

..isue,

(270)753-7728

K 1'

9

.

2005 CHAMPION Double-Wide 28x64
3BR & 2BATH PURCHASED NEW
$45,000 MOBILE HOME ONLY
(270)978-0125

Lots For UN

Two 5 acre flat lots in
North Villa $15,000
each or $29,000 both
270-929-6828

Farm Land for sale 72
+ /- acres located at
corner of Shoemaker
in
Osborne
and
Offered by
Murray
SBG Real Property
Call
Professionals
Matt Jennings 270293-7872.
Acres"

1 OM

BY OWNER- 4 5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
270-435$70.000
4001
460
Homes For Sale
314 Woodlawn
Avenue
3BR, 1 BA.

$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270 293 3232
3BR. 1BA
Fenced in back
yard Near MSU
Must see
$89.000 obo

I ize nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

I

'Murray.'KT

Concey

Murray

rayyar
raa

Over 40 years exp.
Sales & Installation
Visit our showrooni.

870

am -7:oo ym
931-241-0149

w/ FREE Boat
Shp!
Depression-like pricing
brisk
has spurred
sales!
Incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wooded, estate-size
homesite overlooking
spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake
in
Kentucky. Enjoy endless boating. fishing
skiing w/ your
and
family, miles of tranquil
walking trails, shimsunsets &
menng
priceless memories.
Includes paved road
frontage wf all utilities
completed. Fully buildable when you are
ready.
Bank will finance with
little money down &
easy terms. Come see
why almost 500 people
have bought - even in
these tough times. Call
me now for a FREE
map & pictures plus a
no-pressure. guided
tour.
1-800-704-3154,

753-2905

•

Mon -Sat a:oo

Kentucky
Lake
1 to 3 AC - only
$39,900

have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center
On North 12th
With Interior Lights.

SL

70
tertalit:
Ir

clief as wea- as on-site citair truissi4,9c
"Sept-en:6er Specie( ""
:,, 'ArtIll $3r)• 60 Miti $45 • 90 'Min

We

1993

Patty

LAND
BARGAIN!

MK Storage

.

*I'Li ASI• L1.1% I NII %SAGE • - .

.peuticyain
_SyCCIlatiZing itt fitera

ass.tairritlfitrt

42071

(AMP SEPTIC (1.1' \NIN(1
. OF-MURRAY, KY
•
RESIDENTIAL .81:COMN1FRCIAC -

Massage Th-erayy

Cali
27D-293-7314 or
270-293-7315

Murray, KY

terra Into...Aare') 1.'3A,, Owner,

Cell 210-2533

10 miles.east
ot MU rray

270-753-24 I I

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A. $135 on
Part li Coll me for more information

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565

HAY
4 Vaneties
Square & Round

Lake Property
340
Houses For Rent

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*1

270-929-6828
3BR. 2BA 1,200sq.ft
604 Sycamore. Good
starter or invest property. $62K.
270-227-2043
old
FSBO. 3 year
3PR. 2BA. 107 Rine St
270-559S54,000
3385

FOR Sale: 3BR. 2BA,
Rustic Home on 10.5
acres. 5Cx46 Shop with
4 stall barn. Built in
2004. North Calloway,
270-705-8701 or 270705-8702
NO
MOM
LOOK
STEPS! Enioy the
open floor plan in this
3BR. 2BA home near
only
Now
Murray.
$143,900. Cali Beth
270-978-0242. CryeLeike Realty Services

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions, remodeling, saggmg rotten
floors, decks. home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753.TREE (87331

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE

8.

PARTS

FLAWLESS

Houses Patios &
Decks SKlewalks&
Driveways. Vinyl
Fences Sidong

Norm

.catt today For A
'Free Estimate!
270-562-2228

HAPPY
Wednesd
This

year.
possibiliti

much ol
Creativit!
actions al
ply enjo!
Those in

1

kiE GAME

yoll MO11

Subscribe for all your hometown football action!

single, yr

attr
iiy. Take
know tin
attached,
anti rema
her. You
oriented.
be like )
picky am

could

LEMER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
Icalos.P1
3 mo.
$30.00
$35.00
6 mo
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$64.00
5105.00
1 )r.
1 yr.
5110.00
Rest of KYrTN
r Fro

& ROIL kroar

3 mu.

570.50
$90.00
5120.00

6 mo
1 yr

All Other Mail-1
Subscriptions
3 mo......
6 mu.
596.00
1

I
Check

500
Used Trucks

Money Order

Visa

MIC

The Stai
Day You
4 Positit
I Dittito

ARIES (0
*a* Ne
duet. hea

Narne

possible

St. Address

morning
tive att
approact
partner o
at home

City
I State_
I

Zip

%time Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

05 Chevroiet motor
home. 32-ft sleeps-8.
11.000 miles. perfect
condition 293-1231

5
ill'

.
FINISH
•
Presiure Washing

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE •
triiitred; Reliable • ,
&Dependable;Free Estimates
Stump.Fiemo,,,i
27Q-2934489
270-437-1104,1

YZ85 $1,200. 660
Rhino $4.500. 27°436-6380
2006 Kawasaki, red.
with 650 Brut Force,
4x4. 1.100 miles. IPT.
mud light tires, aluminum wheels, brand
new. 227-2038

2003 GMC extended
cab, white, 84.000
moies, 2WD, no accidents. $12,900. 2936430

3

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

GET INTO

FULL-TIME sales posiion with west Kentucy
In
auto dealership
business for over 17
years Send resume to
McCully's Select Auto
Sales. 201 W 5th St .
Benton, KY 42025

2
9

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or (all 12701 753-1916
•

TAURUS
***wit
becomes
married
come int
innate in
der wha
This per
Tonight
GEMINI
***

tiger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

— M.10 un

—F11.1001

—14on.12p.m.

— Itted.101.in

— Thur 10 un.

Kylee & Frankie
Aguero

— Thur 12prs

Lake Barkley Dinner Theater
to present murder mystery

Real Estate Auction
Nominal Opening Bids Start at SI 000
1968 Lakeview Cnurch Rd. Bent, n
3BR 2BA
404 River Street. Dawson Spgs
2BR 1BA 1.200sh.'710 Sheehan Bridge Rd Paducah
2BR IBA 1 06151+All properties sell 8 00AM Thu . Sep 16 at
1968 Lakeview Church Rd, Benton
Open to the Public
Open this weekend, please go to
williamsauction corn or call
800-801 8003 lor details
Many properties now available for
online bidding,
Williams & Williams
KY RE LIC#46447
DEAN C WILLIAMS BROKER.
AUC LIC#RP07019 TOMMY Ai•SITER
AUCTIONEER

GRANDPARENTS
It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.

INES

uestlas. September 7. 2010 •9

Grandparents:
Steve & Debbie Webb
Franko Aguero
Cathy & Paulin° Trejo

Sat. Sept. 18th, At 10:00 A.M.

Ry

• Mrs Jean Stations & The Late R C Steltons Estate

4536 Canton Rd "Ihvy 68/80" Cadiz, KY
From The West Edge Of Cadiz Take Hwy
68/80 Southwest 4 Miles,

AIM

"II 11

E.

Special to the Ledger
CADIZ. It.). Lake Barkley
State Resort Park's Dinner
Theater series presents a murder
mystery where the audience tries
to figure out "whodunit."
"Check-out Time... a murder
mystery about a troubled
innkeeper and her staff, will be
performed by Laughing Corpse
Production Compainy out of
Nashville. Tenn.. with lots of
audience participation. So grab
youi magnifying glass and mystery solving skills and head out
to Lake Barkley State Resort
Park on Fnday, Sept. 24, from 7p.m.
While piecing the clues
together. guests will also enjoy
buffet.
all-you-can-eat
an
including salad bar, parmesan
crusted chicken and beef tips.

dessert and more. Limited seating is available, so people are
advised to purchase tickets now.
For tickets or additional information. call the lodge at 1-800325- 1 708 or e-mail Mary
Schmidt
mary.schmidt ky.gov.
Besides the lodge with a
spectacular view of the lake. the
park includes cottages. the
Water
the
on
Windows
Restaurant. a seasonal campground. I 8-hole golf course, fitness center with indoor pool.
marina. fishing. tennis courts,
hiking trails. gift shop and recreational and nature programming
The park is near Cadiz and the
Land Between the Lakes at 35(X/
State Park Rd. just off 1-24. Exit
at Highway' 68. From the exit go
west toward Cadiz and the park.

In 8 Tracts And in Combinations

Mini Tracts - ifomesites
Income Producing FA RML A ND

Single Space - $12.00 (No more than one child per picturel
N1AXIMUNI 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00(Two or more children per picture)
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS

IIIEDI

Good TIMBER
Fabulous HUN TING
1.87 Acres WM, A 4 Pedroom, 2 Bath Brick Home
A Very Neat And Clean Home!
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit Of 55,000.00
Per Tract, Seance In 30 Days No Buyar's Premium
jaahrsetersmaarsts_ccsirrs
(Fcsr Survey Arad 13ettallstli

DEADLINE: SEPT.8 AT 5PM

al Home

Send payment, photo, and

42071

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS Sold After ilte Real Estate!!
Ford 2600 Ds1 Tractor • Fore 7000 Dsl Tractor • kt Farrrail
Tractor • Ford 8N Tractor • Ford PTO Post Hoie Digger • 3 P15
Grooming Mower • I Stank Subsoker • Pisrd Scodo • 2 Stir
Plow • 501 Mower • 3 Pt 8 Pasture Pienovator • Ford 6 5 Disc
• Bushhog 11. Pull Curter • Fort: 3 P1 7 Blaoe • A.r Compressors
• JD 3 Pt 6. Coder • 10 Wheel Disc • 16 Bumper FM& Trailer •
Utility Trailer • 500 Gal Site Fuel Tank • Cuthng Torch 8 Gages
•Chain Saws • Fence Row Sprayer •Horse Drawn Items• Rea,
Tine Tier • Early 50's Chevy 12 Tor Truck • Guns
Antiques. Collectibles Fmim The Rome
Complete Settlement Day Of Auction!!!

information to: Murray Ledger & Times

P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KV 42071
AN1N6

;Name of child in picture:
'Grandparents names.

MFRUAI

*R. CASH
JAMES
'",7•5 AUCTIONEER &REAL ESTATE BROXEP ,

SSAGL •

/Your Name
/Your Phone Number

WNTIR

-The Soffits
a

LEARN TO FLY
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2
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)RUS Excavating
Septic Systems
er, back hoe and
work
k
hoe
allation and repair
septic systems
✓ offering septic
pumping Motor
fit cards accepted
-0404

Answer to previous puzzle
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8
4
1
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**

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday. Sept. 8, 2010:
This year, you open up to new
possibilities; you can manifest
much of what you desire.
Creativity marks your day's,
actions and words. Others simply enjoy working with you.
Those in your personal life enjoy
you more than ever. II. you're
single. your charm and energy
could attract an exotic personaliiy. Take your time getting to
know this person. If you are
attached, defer to your sweetie
and remain sensitive to him or
her. You could become quite meoriented. A fellovs. VIRGO can
he like you used to be -- nitpicky and chtical.

270-562-2228

E
471 football action!

TIMES
Local Alai!
,(

O

$35.00

•

$63.00
5110.00

\II Other Mail-11
Subscriptions
o.
$75.00
o.
5%.00
.$14.5.00
Visa

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** New beginnings involvtng

10./c

e
e
Zip

pay-ment to

4 Times
40
42071
3-1916

The Stars Shovt the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

e
e

diet, health and work become
possible. A resolution made this
morning could work. Your positive attitude and optimistic
approach draw others closer. A
partner opens up Tonight: Relax
at home.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** A new beginning
becomes possible for single and
married Bulls Your instincts
come into play and mix with an
innate ingenuity. You might wonder what a boss really means
This person is routinely vague.
Tonight- Be naughty and nice

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Anchor in, knowing what it

2 8 5
4 1 6
7 3 9

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs f3esijirs
Home. Auto
"
Plumbing. Carpentry.
Llght Eleptrical.
.
Yards,
,fyiluch More
No yob Too Small

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

VVashington. D C. 20510

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
www house gov/whitfield

Washington, D C 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.jim bunninga bunning.senate.gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

is you want. Whether at home or
at work makes no difference -you make a decision. Others
support you in the process.
though there could be a holdout.
A boss, once more, becomes
aware of you Tonight Kick back
at home.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Keep conversations
flowing. You have a question or
inquiry that could impact a decision. You might want to check in
with an older friend or boss who
generally has plenty of good
advice. Scurry for an expert if
need be. Tonight Off to a favorite
haunt.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be aware of how much
you have to offer. Often, you give
away too much, be it time, effort
or even money. You forget Just
how much you bring to the table.
Having a good sense of selfworth is important. Reach out for
those at a distance. Tonight
Invite a friend over.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A New Moon in your sign
allows a new beginning wherever you would like it. Charm. ingenuity and energy all mix to help
you along. A partner who doesn't
always get you wants to be helpful and tries at any cost. Tonight.
Others respond to your wishes

LiBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Know when to pull back and
make better decisions for you
and for others. Something that
has been nagging at you in quiet
moments needs resolving Trust
a partner who might be overly
nurturing at times but cares_
Tonight Take some time

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A meeting points out the

path

to success or a long-

desired goal. You have the energy to make this idea work.
though others will pitch in. You
could be uncomfortable with a
family member who often confuses matters. Let this person
be Tonight Where the action is
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** A boss can be demanding.
but you see a new beginning
occurring. You don't want to
mess th:s up, as your imagination goes haywire Prioritize, trying to stay centered Tonight
Burning the candle at both ends.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You want to break past
restrictive thinking. most likely
yours Can you understand
where someone else is coming
from? Open up to an unusual
solution that you would have
deemed onpossible a year ago
Tonight Let your mind relax

AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A key partner in your
life makes it his or her pleasure
to tune in and gel closer. At first.
you might not know how to handle this situation, even if it is professional. You are smart enough
to know what is appropriate
Tonight. Go with another's suggestion

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others appear to be
empovvered You might wonder
what you need to do in order to
change a difficult situation. As
you open up, what was onginally
your goal might no longer be.
Good will flows between you and
several associates Turn the Sittlation into a better relationship
Tonight. Sort through suggestions, and choose one
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State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzie based on a 9x5 goo with
several given numbers. The object is to *toe the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so Mat each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Nluiray Inetighters underwent
lessing to ensure that
Murray Fire Department is meeting all OSHA regulations. Published is a picture of Donna Hahs
Healthcare
Occupational
of
Resource Consultants Inc. of Paducah as she administers a vision
test to Mun-ay firefighter Justin
Franklin.
Published is a picture of Murray -Calloway County Senior Citizens Center Director Eric Kelleher listening as center kitchen
Jones
Rachelle
coordinator
describes a Meals-on-lKheels meal
to Rep. Ed Whitfield during his
tour of the facility.
According to Phil Bryan. dean
of admissions and registrar. Murray State v. ill break the 9.000 mark
uith early figures Indicating 9.050
students being admitted for the
fall semester. Last year's enrollment stood at 8,950.
Twenty years ago
NIary Taylor Curtis, who has
served as director of the Callou ay County Library' for the
past year, left the position effective Aug. 31.
Published is a picture of WalMart employees Judy. Warren and
Rose Stephens signing voter registration forms at the store as
part of a county-v.1de voter registration drive. Callouray County
Clerk Teresa Rushing said the
county' has lost 2,(X)0 registered
voters during the last year due
to a number of reasons.
It was a short and sweet victory. for the Murray' High Lady
Tiger golf team, who won a heatshortened three-way match against
Fulton and Calloway County..
Thirty years ago
Murrayans Tina Olson and
Beverly A'arren were models at
the presentation of fall and winter hairstyles shown by BlueGrass Hairfashion Comittee at
Owensboro.
Scarlett "Dee Dee" Miller. 14year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Julian Hal Miller of Fairdealing.

was selected as w inner of "Most
Photo-genic" ponior, of the "Back
to School Extravaganza" beauty
contest. held in Hopkinsville.
Approximately three out of
every, four students who graduate from Murray. High School
Will enter college according to
public school statistics released
by the Kentucky. School Board
Association.
Forty years ago
Nadine Haw s and Tainini
Crouse has e been named winners in the Summer Reading Contest. sponsored by. Callow ay. County Public Library.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre
is "Easy Rider" with Peter Fonda
and Dennis Harper
Murray High rolls over Fulton County 44-6 in a football
game.
Fifty years ago
Henry Holton has been named
as the 1960-61 Fund Drive Chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County United Fund Drive.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Fugitive Kind" staring
Marlon Brando and Joanne Woodward.
A fire of unknown origin completely destroyed the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill early
Saturday' night. The blaze consumed all contents of the home
including new school clothes of
six of the couple's seven children.
Sixty. years ago
Highway
Kentucky
The
Department has awarded a contract for paving the streets in
Hazel.
A special training course has
been planned by. the Murray
Neighborhood Girl Scout Association. according to Mrs. Robert
Hahs. commissioner.
The announcement vvas made
today by the Jones David Truck
and Tractor Company that Mr.
Austelle Crouse had joined their
mechanical staff. Mr. Crouse has
operated his own shop at Penny
for the last ten years.

COMICS / FEATURES
Friend is in the doghouse for
usurping daughter's name
DEAR ABBV: My. best friend
of 30 years. "Andrea." and her
husband decided not to have children. They are happy- with their
dogs and cats.
She recently. adopted a 10year-old rescue dog and changed
the dog's name to "Monique."
Abby. Monique is my. daughter's
a,:khedn
name' W
Andrea why
she changed
the
dog's
she
name.
said
it is
no
because
one in her
has
family
that name. I
am hurt that
she
would
name her dog
By Abigail
my
after
daughter. her
Van Buren
godchild -- so
much so that no longer wish to
speak to this woman. How do 1
MONIQUE'S
get past this'?
MOM IN COLORADO
DEAR M.M.: I understand
your feelings, but I hate to see
a friendship of 30 years go down
in flames because of one (albeit
huge) lapse of judgment on
Andrea's part. It appears she just
loved the name. Avoid having
your daughter and her dog in the
same room at the same time. and
you'll spare both of them from
confusion. And remember. your
Monique will haw the name much
longer than the dog v.ill. This,
ttx). shall pass.

Dear Abby

1 end up feeling blindsided,
stupid. and like I have been set
up Why does she do this' And
how can I avoid falling into this
trap? Enka seems so sincere when
she asks a question -- FALLING
FOR 11 IN DECATUR. ILL.
DEAR FALLING FOR IT:
She may do it as a lomi of oneupmanship -- or "asking questions" may he her way of making conversation. Because it makes
you uncomfonable. ask her why
she does it and. whale you're at
it, tell her how it makes you feel.
If Erika cares about y0111 feelings. she'll stop trying to one-up
you. And if she doesn't. accept
that you will either have to keep
your guard up when you're with
her, or limit the time you spend
with her.

DEAR ABBY: I don't cry at
funerals. I am a Christian with a
deep conviction that the deceased
is in a better place.
I have been criticized for not
crying. My sister-in-law. chided
rne about it at my father-in-law's
funeral. He had been sick and in
constant pain for 15 years and
died in his 70s. I didn't cry because
he had lived a long and happy
life. and had been finally released
from chronic pain.
How do I answer these criticisms'? I have given the reasons
I have given you. but no one
wiuus to accept that response. I'm
tired of being told how I "should"
show emotion at a funeral. Is
what I feel or show really anyone's business but my own? -STOIC IN COLUMBUS. OHIO
DEAR STOIC: No, it's not.
DEAR ABBY: have an old
fnend."Erika." who. when we were And furthermore, funerals can be
working together, was my supe- such wrenching events that somerior. My problem is Enka will. times emotions become mixed up
from time to time. ask me ques- and mourners -- rather than crytions seeming not to know any- ing -- have been known to break
thing about the subject. Howev- into giggles and laughter. Because
er, as I begin explaining whatev- few people who have suffered a
er it is, she'll then say something significant loss are at their best
while they' are grieving, please
that indicates she really' is wellversed in the matter and knows try to forgive these presumptuous
individuals for their conunents.
do.
more about it than

bade
Revolution.
American
farewell to President John Quincy. Adams at the White House.
In 1892. James J. Corbett
knocked out John L. Sullivan to
win the world heavyweight crown
in New Orleans in a fight Fonducted under the Marquess of
Queensberry rules.
In 1927, American television
pioneer Phil() T. Farnswonh. 21.
succeeded in transmitting the image
of a line through purely electronic means with a device called an
"image dissector."

In 1968,feminists protested outside the Miss America pageant in
Atlantic City, N.J. (The pageant
crown went to Miss Illinois Judith
Ford.)
In 1969, Senate Republican
leader Everett M. Dirksen died in
Washington. D.C. at age 73.
In 1977. the Panama Canal
treaties. calling for the U.S. to eventually' turn over control of the
waterway to Panama. were signed
in Washington by President Jimmy
Carter and Panamanian leader
Omar Torrijos (toh-REE-hohs).
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A 'Courtesy' Fee?
Dear
Heloise:
Regarding the
item about a
FEE FOR A
PAPER
STATEMENT:
Recently'. I
paid a bill
online to our electricity. presider
Imagine my surprise when the
company stuck a $2.98 fee on it.
It said the fee was because paying online was simply' a customer
"courtesy"! -- Sandy P., via e-mail
This does not sound right! We
checked with several utility companies. and none said it charged
a fee to pay online. So, let's hear
from you if you've had this experience of being charged a fee to
pay a bill online.
Send your comments to:
Heloise/ Billing, P.O. Box 795000.
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000, or
e -mail to Heloisel at IHeloise.com
and please put "Billing" in the
subject line. -- Heloise
TRAVEL INFO
Dear Heloise: I read the suggestion where a lady programmed
hotel, etc., phone numbers into
her cell phone when she went on
a trip

by
ileMse

the nose and ears. The lesions in.,
last for days or years and can
Some people diagnosed with d.
cOld lupus may develop systenuc
lupus ery.thematosus iSLE) at a
later date.
Because arthritis is a comm.
complaint. it's not at all surpri,,
that you hav.e been diagnosed with
fibromyalgia. chronic pain in muscles and ligaments.
Pleunsy is swelling of the lung
linings that causes pain and breathlessness during inhalation and
exhalation. Causes include acute
viral infections. such as influenza,
and can be the result of autoimmune disorders. such as lupus.
Kidney stones and related infections have numerous caus;
including dehydration. obe‘l'
genetic factors and a diet high in
protein/suginbaxlium.
Vertigo can he caused by an
migraine
disorder.
inner-ear
headache, acoustic neuroma and
other causes.
Depression and anxiety. can be
caused hy lupus. fihromyalgia. kidney stones and venigo. You have a
lot on your plate. and it has ob‘
ously resulted in a lot of sire,
Osteoarthritis. a breakdown of cartilage. causes pain and stiffness of
affected joints. The condition is
commonly associated with the
aging process. but at 33. y.ou are far
from old. Treatment is geared
toward controlling pain through
medication, rest. exercise arid protection of the affected joint(s).
Because so many' of your symptoms involve pain, I'm inclined to
suggest that you be referred to a
pain clinic for control or request a
referral to a larger diagnostic center. such as the Mayo Clinic. You
will learn meth(xls for reducing the
level of pain you presently experience that may include water aerobics and yoga. Appropriate medication might be ordered. Once you get
that aspect under control. the anxiety and stress levels you are under
may be reduced.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Since childhood. I have been suffering with
tonsillitis, chronic colds and allergies — both seasonal and medication-induced. At the age of 24. 1
was diagnosed with discoid lupus:
at the age of 30, with fibromyalgia.
pleurisy', kidy
n
stones/infeclion, vertigo.
depression
and anxiety.
My ANA
test for three
has
years
back
come
normal. but I
continue to
get lesions,
my hair falls
By
out. and I get
Dr. Peter Gott sick easily. I
have been to
two rheumatologists. Both say I do
not have SLE, but my family doctor
feels I do. What do you think?
I was also told that because I only.
have discoid lupus. this would not
cause any. health problems other
than with my skin and hair. So why
do I have it in my nose and inside
both ears? I'm now 33, my bones
are brittle, and I have osteoarthritis
in my hands and fingers. Help!
DEAR READER: Whew. where
to start? Some children have
impaired immune systems. making
them subject to numerous disorders. My guess is that you were
unfonunaie enough to fall into that
category'.
There are a number of forms of
lupus. which is an autoinunune disease. Lupus can affect joints, skin,
kidneys, brain, heart. lungs and
other parts of the body. Common
symptoms include skin rash, kidney
problems, arthritis and unexpllined
fever.
Discoid lupus is a chronic skin
disorder that shows as a raised red
rash that ordinarily appears on the
face and scalp but can appear in
other areas of the body, including

Dr. Gott

ie treat.
I used this meth(x1 when sending cookies for my daughter in
college, and she has used it recently to send cookies to a friend
serving in Afghanistan. I really
reconunend this method of shipping cookies, whether across the
country. or across the globe. -Pat Baker, Reading. Pa.
Keep those care packages coming! It means the world to someone far away horn home. -- Hugs
Heloi se
EASV-REACH GRABBER
Dear Heloise: If you have someone who has had major surgery
or a broken leg. etc.. and cannot
get out of bed easily. go to a
medical-supply store (not drugstore) and buy a reaching grabber. I reached. pulled, pushed.
picked up. and opened drawers
and everything else with that grabber. They cost around $30 but are
well worth it. -- P. Bybee, Richmond, Texas
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
HeloiselatiHeloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
Ic)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Another step is to put all the
information into an e-mail and
send a copy to yourself for a
record should you need it. A lot
of the times, you might need confirmation numbers, etc., and if you
desperately need the info, you could
get on a computer and have access
to it. ifieloise here: Of course you
sh9uld have this info written down
and with you, but this is a good
backup).
I also do this with my mother's medical information. which is
quite involved. If we have to take
a fast trip to the hospital. I may.
not have it with me.
Remernber to learn how to
access your e-mail from a different computer, because the Web
address may he different. -- Peg
in Pennsylvania
Very important hints to know,
especially being able to access
your e-mail away. from home or
office. -- Heloise
MAILING COOKIES
Dear Heloise: When I was first
marned. my mother-in-law. an
Army wife herself, sent my husband his favonte cookies periodically. knowing I was teaching and
didn't have a lot of time to bake
for her only son.
She packed them in popcorn - unsalted. of course. Every cookie was in perfect condition, and
the popcorn became an after-cook-
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Picture puzzle
Fall mo.
Stir up
Huron neighbor
Place for practice swings
Spud
Earth orbiter
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Rhino feature
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Medical woes plague
young reader

Hints From ileloiso

Today IR Historv
By' The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday', Sept. 7. the
250th day of 2010. There are 115
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 7. 1940, Nazi Germany began its eight-month blitz
of Britain dunng World Afar U
with the first air attack on London
On this date:
In 1533. England's Queen Elizabeth I was born in Greenwich.
In 1825. the Marquis de
Lafayette. the French hero of the
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Wildcats aim to extend non-conference streak

64 1
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By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky's road to playing in
late December or early Januar!,
the last four years has always
started in the same place:
September.
The Wildcats have used their
early season nonconference
schedule to build confidence -and pocket coveted victories —
in pursuit of reaching the sixvictory plateau necessary to
become howl eligible.
Though they're a pedestrian
13-19 in the Southeastern
Conference since 2006. the
Wildcats have been dominant

'in Brief
Racer Sport,

Guo named
OVC Sefter
of the Week

Even if the Wildcats' nonconference victims list isn't
exactly a "who's who" of college football.
When Salurday 6 30 p
The streak includes three
Where: Commonwealth Stadion,
TV CSC
victories over members of the
Radio v'irEiL 99 1 FM
Championship
Football
2009 records. 1./K 1-0 10-0 SEC(
Subdivision, five over teams
WKU 0-1 (0-0 Sun Belt)
currently in the Sun Belt
foes. Conference and another three
non-SEC
against
Mid-American
Kentucky I 1-0) has ripped off over
16 straight nonconference wins Conference schools.
One of those wins was a 41 and will look to make it 17
straight on Saturday against 3 romp over Western Kentucky.
two years ago. The Iiilltoppers
Western Kentucky (0- I ).
"It's just us getting better. 10-1 ), currently in their second
our program taking strides," season as a full member of the
Danny Football Bowl Subdivision.
linebacker
said
have lost 21 qraight games.
Trevathan.

Up Next
W. Kentucky at Kentucky

From KW Athletics
Murray State volleyball
junior Jade Guo was named
GARRY JONES AP
Ohio Valley Conference
Setter of the Week after helpKentucky coach Joker Phillips, left, greets university
ing the Racers to the champipresident Lee Todd after beating rival Louisville 23-16
onship match of the Bearcat
Saturday.
by
hosted
Invitational
Cincinnati.
Guo helped lead the
Racers to the three best hitting percentages on the season. MSU finished the
Bearcat Invitational with a
.284 mark versus Cincinnati
and a .257 niark for the tournament. She recorded her first
triple-double of the season
against Kent State with 1 I
kills. 14 digs and 51 assists.
She tallied the third-best hitting percentage on the team
with a .318 maA to go with
17 kills and 24 digs.
Racers defeat Kent State
in thrilling five-set match
The Murray State wheyball team earned a thrilling
five-set victory over Kent
State, 3-2 (25-22. 14-25, 2624, 20-25. 15-11) in the second match of the Bearcat
Invitational in Fifth Third
Arena Saturday.
By TOMMY D1UARD
MSU saw four players in
Sports Editor
double-digits in kills and
David Schwepker acknowldigs, while junior setter Jade
edges the benefits of playing a
Guo tallied her first triplewatered-dovoi early season
Otto
double of the season.
schedule.
garnered 10 kills. 51 assists
Had his Murray State volleyand 14 digs for the Racers.
ball team welcomed a couple of
Senior Becca Lamb led MSU
cupcakes into Racer Arena
with a .400(16k-2e-35ta) hitinstead of traveling to Laramie,
ting percentage. while fellow
Wy•o., for the Wyoming Invite for
senior Ashley Nenninger
their first toumatnent of the seaadded 17 kills. Junior Teresa
son, they would have been burdKrog was the final member of
geoning with confidence.
the team with a double-digit
Instead. the Racers sat at 0-3
kill performance. with 12.
with more than a couple of quesJunior Kayleah Sauer led
tions to answer pnor to winning
the defense with 19 digs,
matches at Cincinnati this
two
Orf
while sophomore Lydia
weekend.
past
added 14 and Lamb secured
And despite his frustration.
her third double-double of the
Schwepker vvouldn't have had it
year with 12.
any. other way.
In the final set. the Racers
"I leamed a lot about this
took the lead from the stan,
said Schwepker, who
team,"
with a 2-0 run to open the set.
enters his 13th season this fall anti
MSU held the lead until the
is the longest-tenured volleyball
side switch when they were
in the Ohio Valley
coach
up 8-5. KSU then mounted a
Conference.
comeback and tied the set at
"If we just played lower cotneight, with a 3-0 run.
petition and won. 1 wouldn't
came
push
final
the
However.
know the things I know now% 1
from the Racers with a 3-0
think you really see your team for
run with the score tied at nine
what it is when you have to strugto take the lead for good. The
gle."
Golden Flashes were then
After watching his team fall to
never able to put together
Utah in the first game of
Southern
more than one point in-a-row
that tournament, Schwepker
and MSU earned a 15-11 vicscrapped his starting lineup and
tory to take the match.
went to the bench. something he
to
fell
State
Murray
courtesy of MSU Athletics
he was able to do thanks to
says
Cincinnati in the champiof the season.
tournament
first
their
Invite,
Wyoming
the
at
match
a
more retuming depth than he's The Murray State volleyball team huddles prior to
onship match of the tournaInvitational
start the year, the Racers won two out of three matches this past weekend at the Bearcat
to
0-3
going
After
ment.
Mi See RACERS, 12
in Cincinnati.

MSU VOLLEYBALL

Realizing potential

RACERS HOPE
EARLY-SEASON
SCHEDULE
WILL AID
ASCENSION TO
TOP OF OVC

Soccer falls
to Oklahoma
State

MEM
110121
111211E1
1211113101

e-mail: sportsOmurrayledgercom

www.murrayledger.com

Sophie Hargreaves and
Kalli McCoy tallied second
half goals as the Murray State
team
soccer
women's
dropped a 4-2 decision to
18th-ranked Oklahoma State
in
afternoon
Sunday
Stillwater, Okla.
Trailing 4-0 in the second
half. Hargreaves put the
Racers on the scoreboard in
the 80th minute. scoring off
of a free kick that deflected
into the OSU goal.
McCoy' added to the MSU
total seven minutes later.
scoring her second goal of
the season on an assist from
Danielle McMurray in the
87th minute.
The Racers trailed 3-0 at
halftime after allowing iwo
goals and an own goal as they
played into challenging wind
conditions for the opening 45
minutes.

PREP CROSS COUNTRY

Thurman, Sparks lead teams at Madisonville Invitational
SPEED, GRAY LEAD TIGERS,
LADY LAKERS SitiTURDAY
Chantry• Carroll. Aaron Collie.
Staff Report
Blake
and
Eells
Calloway County senior Zach
Ryan Thurman was the top local Weatherington finished 85th,
boy finisher at the Madisonville 103rd. 106th and 107th respecInvitational Saturday, with a tively.
Senior Ricky. Reynolds fintime of 17:44.66, good for fifth
place overall out of 159 runners. ished 132nd.
freshmen
High
Murray
Murray.' High eighth grader
Kentley Sparks was the top Michael Speed and Bobby
local girl. finishing eleventh LaJeret finished 130th anti
I 33rd, while junior .Aaron
overall vvith a time of 22:49.44.
Junior Steven Speed was the Wilson finished I58th.
On the girls side. sophomore
top finisher for Murray High on
the boys side, finishing 36th Kaitlyn Cory finished 77th for
overall with a time of 19:34.73. the Lady Lakers, while juniors
Calloway's top finisher on Heatherly Paschall and Darby
the girls side was senior Kelsey Woods finished 58th and 92nd
Gray. who finished 44th with a overall for the Lady' Tigers.
Murray returns to action
time of 25:24.89.
For the Lakers, sophomores nxiay at Fulton County.

TOMMY DILLARD
Ledger & Times

Calloway
County runner
Ryan Thurman
runs near the
head of the pack
in
early
Saturday s varsity race at the
Madisonville
Invitational.
the
Thurman,
top returnee in
in
the
state
Class AA. finished fifth at the
meet.
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•Racers
From Page 11
2910 NCA-k VOLLEYBALL
used to seeing on his roster.
Murray State
"My returning players who
David Schwepker 113th seaCoach:
have
year
last
lot
a
didn't play.
son 165-169 at MSO)
caught up to the other girls," he
Last year: 13-18 111-7, OVC)
Who's back: Logan Su (Sr OH)
said. -Last year we pretty' much
WooNorton (So MEVOH) Sara
went with our starting lineup. CasSy
Hayden (Sr MB), Teresa Krog (Jr
to
close
ne's
o
every.
year,
This
MH) Kayteah Sauer (Jr L). Mary
Cunningham (Jr MH). CaSay Bucher
equal, and the competition level
S), Lydia Ort (So . L), Ashley
(R-Fr
in practice is really high."
Nenninger (Sr OH) Wendi ZickheId
The Racers were picked third (R-Fr MSOH) Becca Lamb (Sr OHi
Jade Guo (Jr St
in the OVC in the conference preWho's new: Katlyn Hudson (Fr L1
season poll. a slide from being
Outlook: The Raoers have p4enty ot
named first in 2009.
potential as they lose lust one rotation
player from a 2009 squad that was
But Nturray State never
picked to finish first in the OVC Based
reached that pinnacle. finishing
on that prediction however Murray
fourth in the regular season and
State underachieved The Racers have
Niwing out in the semifinals of a strong lineup of hitters and Guo is Me
engine that makes the team go
the tournament.
RACERS'REMAINING SCNEOULE
In 2010, the Racers still seem
10- vs Loyola Chicago° (3 p ), 11. vs
to be bursting with potential, Western Carobria• (IC a rn al Evansville.
16 p ) 17: at Austin Posy (7 m 111: at
however. Schwepker lost just one
Tennessee St (2 p rn ), 22: al UT Martin 17
rotation player from last season's
p
26: SIU EDWARDSVILLE inoom 2$: al
Eastern 111..3.17 p
tearn and brings in a highly-toutJACKSONViLLE ST (7 pm I 2:
OM.
ed recruit in freshman libero
at More(lead
TENNESSEE TECH (2 p in
) 9: al Eastern Kentucky (1 p )
rn
p
(6
SI
Hudson.
Katlyn
16: SOUTHEAST MISSOURI (7 p m
The Racers have one of the top
EASTERN ILLINOIS (2 p m I 22: TEN
NESSEE ST*17 p rn ) 22: AUSTIN PEAY#
setters in the OVC in junior Jade
p ), 26: at Soulless:1st Messoun (7 p m I 2$
Guo and also retum the 2009
SIU Edwardsville (7 p M
Noe 2: UT MARTIN (7 p m ) 5: a
in
Year
the
of
Player
Defensive
Tennessee Tech (7 p m )(V at Jacksonville S,
junior lihcro Kayleah Sauer.
p
12 p m 12: EASTERN KENTUCKY
13: MOREHEAD ST (2 p rn) 111-212. OVC
Guo provides a solid foundaCharnponstup%
tion for Murray State's offense
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
and Schwepker says he has one of
0 — UE Dunn Hcapea:ity Tournament at
the most powerful lineups of hitEvansville, Incl
# — Swin Trig to Eliminate Cancer
ters that he has enjoyed during his
Fundraiser
tenure.
,
home see ot reguia,season char
%
That lineup begins with senior tsen
outside hitter Becca Lamb, who is
As setter. Guo is the catalyst
leading the team in hitting percentage after three matches, for the Racers, but Schwepker
something Schwepker says he said she, in particular, came to
expects to see from Lamb all sea- practice a little rusty after the offse,ason.
son.
She s'.xms to have shaken off
"Last year the offense was
spread out pretty evenly, and that that rust, garnenng OVC Setter of
was what made us good,- he said. the Week honors for her perform-That's still going to be a plus for ance at Cincinnati. As she warms
us. We have a lot of power on this up, so should the Racers.
"Right now, she's rusty, but
team. Usually we have a lot of
she gets back in there. she
when
this
but
kids,
ball-control
scrappy
difference,"
the
is one of the most powerful teams makes
I've coached since I've been Schwepker said."She can distribute the ball really well, and she
here."
The challenge for Schwepker has a lot of confidence in her abilgoing forward will be to try to ity. She is very calm under prespiece together a consistent start- sure. We're very fortunate she's
here."
ing lineup.
Hudson could also be a differThe Racers compete in one
more tournament — the UE ence-maker at libero. but a.s the
Dunn Hospitality Tournament at only' true freshman on the roster,
Evansville — before opening she's a raw talent who will need
conference play Sept. 17 at time to develop.
The only. position at which the
Austin Peay.
That date is the target for the Racers don't have a second-string
Racers to have a standard six with player to challenge for a starting
which Schwepker feels comfort- position is at setter, where Guo is
able. Still. the coach says he plans the incumbent and will see the
majority of the playing bine.
to use "a bunch of people."
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Tigers split final games at Cape Girardeau
Staff Report
The N'turiay High boy s s cer tearn split in their final .w.o
games ot a tournament at Cape
Girardeau Notre Dame.
In Friday's matchup, the
Tigers 15-2-11 fell 2-0 against
Saxony Lutheran High School.
then turned around and claimed
a 7-0 victory' over AnnaJonesboro on Saturday..
Saxony scored their only two
goals in the opening halt, the
first on a goal from Shawn

Nadler in the 39th minute, then
again off the foot of Ryan
Sprandel on a penalty kick in the
20 minute.
Both the Tigers and Saxony
each took 12 shots. with Murray.
High keepers Brandon Kipphut
and sophomore Adam Melton
combining for eight saves.
Saxony keeper Mathew
Stueve also recorded eight
saves.
In Saturday's match. Murray
scored four goals over a ten-

minute span during the opening
half. with senior Alex Bokeno
providing both the first and last
goal of the half
Bokeno tiot things shined tor
Murray High at the 37 minute
mark. connecting on a pentaly
kick. Four minutes later, junior
Bnan Puckett found sophomore
Alex Ward for the second Tiger
goal.
A.J. Bokeno touild the back
of the net with a goal in the 28
minute, before brother Alex's

goal a minute later ended thc
scoring for Munay in the first.
Another penalty. kick for
Murray. High allowed junior
Lake Butterworth an opponunity to push the Tiger lead to 5-0
in the second half. then three
minutes later, sophomore Logan
Foster found junior Zack Travis
for another goal.
Senior Landon Russell concluded the scoring for Murray
High in the final minute. with an
assist from Kipphut.
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Haverstock Insurance Agenc
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S, 12th St.• Murray,KY•Th3-3415

Steer

tn Ha,erslork

SCOREBOARD
KHSAA Sports Today
Prep Boys Soccer
Friday
Saxony Lutheran !Mo 2. Murray 0
Saturday
0
Murray 7 Anna-JOneSboro
Today
Graves Co at Murray. 7 p m
Calloway Co at St Mary 7 10 rn
Prep Girls Soccer
Friday

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray eighth-grader Kenzley Sparks nears the finish
line at Saturday's Madisonville Invitational. Sparks finGraves County runner Hannah ,
ished 11th. Trailing
Lamb.

GUN

KNIPE SHOW .

Traders Mall Off of 124 Exit 16
•

.
Sept. llth &.12th'
Saturday 9 a.m.-,5 p.m. • Sunday 9 a.M.-3 p.m.
Tables S45.00
Admission S5.00 • Klds 12 & Under'Free
Register for a gun giveaway!
•BUY •SELL OR TRADE

270-521-6959

Lou Mercy 7, Calloway Co 0
Saturday
Harrison Co 1. Calloway Co 0
Calloway Co 3. North Hardin 2
Today
Graves Co at Murray. 5 45 p m
Calloway Cc at Mayfield, 6 o m
Prep Volleyball
Today
Community Christian at Calloway Co pm

CASTLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
1880 State Rt. 12i So., Mayfield • 247.5866
Monday • Friday • 7.00 a.in..5:00 p.m.

TIRES
•MICHELIN *GOODYEAR
*KELLY •FIRESTONE
•KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignments
•Brakes

•Oil Changes
•Used Tires

Receive a General
Admission Ticket to 5
Home Racer Football
Games 4- FIVE Soft
Drink Vouchers 61
ONE'$15 gift card to
the University Store

